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SIRI & PHOTOS ISSUE
Become Your Own IT Dept
Our main presenter at Saturday’s meeting will be Sue Czaenacki, a
big fan of Apple computers, vice president of MLMUG and a
former president of Mac Users of Delaware.
Sue says “We love our Macs, because they are insanely great!
Macs are incredibly reliable, real workhorses, and run like a charm.
But not always; sometimes they may need new a new battery or a larger hard drive. Or they may
seem slow; maybe more memory would help. How about those prehistoric Macs still lurking in
some dark and dusty corner of your basement? Wouldn’t it be fun to get them working again?!”
“At the March MLMUG meeting, we will open the computer and take a good look at the very heart
of the Mac. Learn how to replace your hard drive, set the jumpers, and add additional ones. We will
show you how to test and change the battery, replace the power supply, and add more memory.
You will learn how to reset the logic board and swap video cards. Sick Mac? There are some
procedures you can perform to diagnose problems and so get your Mac back on the road to
recovery.”
Sue’s first Mac was an SE30. It worked faithfully for over 20 years! With a full stable of PPC and
Intel Macs at home for her family, Susan’s favorite Mac is her trusty iBook. She is a molecular
biologist, cardiovascular researcher and a summer stargazer.
MAC TIPS #56 - MARCH 2015
Safari Addresses. The new Safari displays only the top-level domain name for the current page
instead of the full URL. Just click on the address field and you’ll see the complete URL. If you
always want the complete URL, go to Safari - Preferences - Advanced and select the first
checkbox- Show Full Website Address. MB
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Typical Meeting Agenda
Second Saturday of each month
See www.mlmug.org for the meeting’s topic.
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special Interest
Groups (SIGs) convene in separate
rooms. The three current SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most basic
questions you may have about your
Mac/iDevices and how to use them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems, using
your Macs and iDevices, and various
applications. We also have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a member or
guest)

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users Group has
its own email list. Compose your letter and
email it to mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to everyone on
the mailing list. Posting to this list is
restricted to MLMUG members. Contact
Bob Barton if you are a member and you are
not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette. See the
Yahoo Groups Terms of Service. The
MLMUG list may be used to post Apple/
Macintosh-related items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through the list is
forbidden without the written consent of a
MLMUG oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

LOCATION
Good Samaritan Church, 212 West
Lancaster Ave, Paoli, PA 19301, about 3
blocks west of Paoli train station. Go to
www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html for
location map & detailed directions.

11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.

Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to get
answers to your basic Mac questions! Get
together with other members on the fourth
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each regular
meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face meetings
than they do from manuals or other sources.
That’s what this meeting is all about. Go to
www.mlmug.org/sfl.html for details.

Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file system,
etc., and the main Mac programming tools:
AppleScript, Java, C, and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact John Ashmead or Deivy Petrescu,
co-chairs, for venue information.
www.phillymacprog.org. The next meeting
will probably be at Ludington Library in Bryn
Mawr.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals
and $35 for families. Memberships are
based on your anniversary date, which is
the month you joined. You will be e-mailed
reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if
you’ve been visiting for some time, but
haven’t joined, consider these BENEFITS
OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can
learn, share, and meet everyone from
working Mac professionals to new
Mac users from all backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of
interesting Mac news, tips, and
information.
• Useful free items at the monthly
Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special
prices to User Group members.
• Web Site with 12 months of
MLMUG newsletters, meeting
information, a member directory,
directions to our meetings, and
much more! Our web site is
www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post
technical questions or comments to
each other and the experts within
the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a
check payable to MLMUG and bring it to
a monthly meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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11. GOOGLE THE PROBLEM!!! If you have a problem, there’s at least a 90%
probability that someone else has had that problem and has asked the
question somewhere on the Internet. And by Google, I mean not only
Google, but also any search engines, including DuckDuckGo, Bing, Yahoo,
and Ask.

Troubleshooting, Google, YouTube,
Etc.

You should also definitely try YouTube. I think you will be surprised at the
relevance, number, and quality of the solutions available on this site.

By Mark Bazrod

Also, you might try some specific sites such as MacFixIt, Mac OS Hints,
Apple discussions or Apple support.

All computers, even Macs, occasionally have problems. Some problems are
hardware; some are software. What should you do when a problem arises?

Here are some tips on search statements if you don't have an error message:

Here are some steps to take. The order is my order. Other people have diﬀerent
orders. Depending on the problem, doing certain steps before others would be
more eﬀective, but you don’t know that beforehand.

1. Put the most important terms first.
2. Use a least 3-search terms in your search to obtain more relevant results.
3. Place a tilde sign (~) immediately in front of a search term to look for its
synonyms.

Simple Steps
1. DON’T PANIC! Remain Calm.

4. Think about words you’d expect to find in the body of the page and use
them as search terms.

2. Set time aside to solve the problem. It often takes less than five minutes to
solve the problem, but it may take several hours before you find the solution.

5. Enter search terms in lowercase to find both lower and upper case versions.
Typing capital letters usually returns only an exact match. Google processes
both upper and lower case searches the same way, resulting in the same
number of hits. Not all search engines do.

3. Make sure that all cords and cables are plugged in. It sounds silly, but if your
computer or other device will not turn on or operate, it doesn’t take much
time to check the connection.
4. If you’ve gotten an error messages, write it down or take a picture. You
might even skip to Step #11 if the problem seems easily solveble.

6. Use the plus (+) and minus (-) in front of words to force their inclusion or
exclusion in your search. Thus, drive +hard -flash will retrieve records that
have hard and drive in them, but will exclude records that have flash in
them. Remember, there is no space between the sign and the search term.

5. Check Activity Monitor to see if there is a problem with any app or process.
6. If the problem occurs when you're running an app, close or force quit the
app and reopen it -. The problem may be limited to the app.

7. Use double quotation marks (“ ”) around phrases that you want to search.
Be careful. “Steve Jobs” will retrieve records with Steve Jobs, but not with
Steve or Steven Jobs.

7. TURN THE COMPUTER OFF FOR 1 - 2 MINUTES AND THEN REBOOT.
This will often solve many issues. Note - if the problem is with Internet
access, reboot the router.

8. Truncate terms to find diﬀerent forms of the word. In Google you use an
asterisk to denote a “wild card”. You can put an asterisk anywhere in a
word.

8. If Mac will not turn oﬀ, hold the power button down for 10 seconds or so,
turn a power strip oﬀ, or disconnect the power cable from the wall or the
computer.

9. You don’t have to include in your search small and commonly used words,
such as: a, about, an, and, are, as, at, be, by, from, etc. If you put them in,
search engines will ignore them.

9. Check the vendor's website.
10. Relax! Take a two-minute break. Get a cup of coﬀee. If you haven't solved
the problem by now, the next steps may take some time.

It’s amazing how many times people ask a question or write to our List Serve or
some other forum or discussion group without first googling the problem to find
the answer. And that includes me at times.
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There are two big advantages of googling the problem. The first, you’ll often get
the answer a lot quicker than waiting to see someone or waiting for a response
from the Internet. That way you can quickly get back to what you are doing.
Second, when you’re searching through the query results, you’ll often learn
something that you weren’t looking for but which is interesting anyway. It's a
way of randomly increasing your knowledge.

MARCH 2015

Run MacJanitor, Onyx or some other maintenance program. P.S. It’s a good idea
to periodically run this type of program to clean up your Mac.
Log on as a diﬀerent user to see if the problem is system wide.
Uninstall the problem app & then reinstall.
Reinstall Mac OS X. This is as a last resort.

And as many people have said, Google is your friend. Go to him whenever you
need some help.

Conclusion. Troubleshooting can be a pain, but computer problems are a fact
of life. Just remain calm, set aside some time, and you’ll find solutions - most of
the time.

Advanced Steps
If your problem is still not resolved, then you should consider some more
advanced steps. Here are some of them.
Run Disk Utility and Repair Permissions.
Do a Safe Boot (Press Shift key after startup chime, but not before, and hold
until grey apple appears). Reboot afterwards.

The MLMUG Book Library

Run Disk Utility and Verify Disk. Restart while holding down the Option key and
select the Recovery drive icon to boot or boot from your external backup drive
clone.

By Helge Gunther, Librarian
One additional benefit of coming to MLMUG’s monthly meetings is the
opportunity to borrow books from MLMUG library.

Select Library/Caches (this is at hard disk level) and ~/Library/Caches (this is at
user level), trash them, and then empty the trash.

To borrow books, visit my Library Table at the meeting, where you can
see the actual items. You borrow them this month and return them next
month. All you have to do to borrow a book is to sign and date the index
card inside the selected book’s back cover and give the card to me.
When you return the book, hand it to me.

Zap the PRAM (Parameter Random Access Memory) to get rid of possible
corruption of some basic settings. Command+Option+P+R keys. Hold for 4
chimes. You might have to reset some System Preferences.

There is no particular limit on the number of books you may borrow at
one time – it is first come, first served. You may even take out a book for
an additional month provided nobody else has reserved it.

Reset PMU, SMU, SMC, or NVRAM. Procedures depend on the particular
model.
Run fsck (file system check) utility. Restart in single-user mode (Command+S
immediately and hold until you see text). At % prompt type "fsck-space-minusf". Be careful. It’s "fsck -f". Hit return. Repeat until “Internal Hard Drive appears
to be OK" message appears twice.

We are somewhat restricted by how many books can be ‘lugged’ in to
every meeting. Thirty is about the limit. A suggestion: if you come across
a book that you have found really helpful and which you think might be
useful to other members, let us know and we will try and get a copy
for the library.

Run DiskWarrior to rebuild your directories. Shut down the computer, insert the
DiskWarrior disk, boot up, and immediately hold down C and hold until blue
screen appears.

For a listing of the books, go to www.mlmug.org/mlmugsecure/
BookLib.html.

Check preference files - A free utility by Jonathan Nathan called Preferential
Treatment (www.jonn8.com/html/pt.html) scans all your preference files, looking
for obvious syntax errors. If it finds a file with problems, it lets you delete it
immediately or reveal it in the Finder so that you can disable it manually.
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Stan Horwitz initially posted the following article to the MLMUG List Serve
on February 9, 2015. He expanded it somewhat when I aked him for
permission to include it in this Newsletter. As you will note, his experience
with Apple’s software has been very favorable and I thought more users
would benefit from his insights.

MARCH 2015

I don't want to come oﬀ as claiming Apple is infallible because I do have
some gripes, but to say that Apple's software quality has been declining
since Steve Jobs died may well be valid in the experience of some people,
but it belies my experience, which comes from using Apple products both
professionally and recreationally for more hours a day than I care to think
about. Even the modest AppleTV seems to be getting better, with more
video feeds and faster streaming.
>
I am a bit peeved, for example, that Apple is abandoning Aperture, but
considering that a better alternative is available in the form of Adobe
Lightroom 5, I am not that pissed oﬀ. In fact, I should have migrated to
Lightroom a while ago instead of procrastinating until recently, but Apple
cannot be all things to all people.
>
Apple's Pages and Numbers certainly have lost some handy features, but
they gotten better in other ways, especially with integration with iCloud and
syncing between iOS devices and diﬀerent Macs is concerned. In my
opinion, it looks like Apple streamlined Pages, Keynote, and Numbers to a
basic set of features that work equally well via the iCloud web site, iPhones,
iPads, and Macs. I use Numbers at least twice daily. I rarely use Keynote
and Pages. Hopefully, with subsequent updates, more features will be
added to Numbers, Pages, and Keynote while maintaining their
compatibility and reliability on all supported platforms.

Horwitz on Apple Software Quality
By Stan Horwitz
In the February MLMUG newsletter, several articles claimed that the quality
of Apple’s software has declined since Steve Jobs died. We each have our
own perspective, based on our own needs and experience, but from my
standpoint, each version of iOS and Mac OS X is better than the previous
version, in terms of reliability, ease of use, helpful features, and stability.
I have two Mac minis with Yosemite running on them. I use the Mac mini in
my oﬃce a minimum of 8 hours a day, every business day, and some
weekends. I rarely shut it down or restart it and I run a ton of software on it.
The last time I had to shut it down was about a month ago, only because
electrical work was being done in my oﬃce. I had no choice but to shut it
down in order to avoid it crashing when the electricians cut the power. The
last time I had to shut down my Mac mini at home was when I went away on
vacation out of the country and I don’t like leaving electronic items on when
I am away from home for an extended period of time.

One area where Apple still needs to improve Numbers on iOS devices is in
cell and column formatting. For example, if I enter the number “10” into my
Numbers spreadsheet cell on my iPhone, where the format of the column in
which that cell is located is set to display numbers with 2 decimal points,
Numbers on my iPhone doesn’t automatically include the decimal points, so
instead of seeing “10.00” in that cell, I see “10.” This isn’t a big deal, but it is
a deficiency Apple’s developers need to fix.

Integration between iOS devices and Macs is also improving with each OS
update. I think it’s so amazing, for example, that someone can call me on
my iPhone, which is the only number I gave out to people I know, and I can
receive the call on my MacBook Pro instead of having to rush to grab my
iPhone. I can also bring up my contacts list on my laptop, click on a phone
number to place calls on my iPhone using my laptop and the calls work
flawlessly. That is a new feature in Yosemite and it is a huge convenience
and it works flawlessly.
>
Apple Mail also keeps improving with each update. Safari has also gotten
more stable and compatible with more web sites, although I do agree that it
needs further improvement to make it more stable. I just spent the past hour
watching videos about Adobe Lightroom 5 using Safari on my MacBook Pro
via wifi. No problem at all. YouTube is transitioning from Flash video to
HTML5 format and Safari is adapting well to that change.
>

To Apple’s credit, it did fix a glaring problem that existed since shortly after
Christmas, synchronizing Numbers spreadsheets via iCloud. When I was in
England the week before Christmas, I used my iPhone 6 Plus to update a
Numbers spreadsheet twice a day to record my blood glucose test results.
Much to my surprise, none of this data was in the same spreadsheet when I
got home from England and I opened that spreadsheet on my Mac mini.
Fortunately, I was able to manually copy those data into the spreadsheet on
my Mac mini by looking at what I had typed in using my iPhone. This glitch
was a clear indication that the two copies of that spreadsheet did not
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synchronize via iCloud. I tried it again after the next Numbers update
(shortly after Christmas) and that problem was fixed, but the cell formatting
problem continues.
>
Not too long ago, keeping Apple calendars and contacts synchronized
across devices and Macs was a hit or miss proposition. Now, when I make a
change to an event or a contact entry on my iPhone, within seconds, that
change is accurately reflected on all my Macs and my iPad. How cool is
that? It used to be that when I made a change in event, both the changed
event and a duplicate of the original event would show up on all my devices,
which was very frustrating and confusing, but that hasn't happened in ages.
Wonderful! Apple continues to improve on synchronizing data across all of
its applications and utilities via iCloud every few months, which is a far cry
from the disaster known as MobileMe (which occurred while Steve Jobs
was still CEO).
>
Another cool feature that never worked right until recently was Microsoft
Exchange calendar delegation on Macs. My boss maintains an on-call
calendar, which I was never able to view from the Calendar app on Mac OS
X to see who was on-call when. I had to use Outlook on Windows to see it,
but now, I can see it on my Mac in Apple's Calendar app. Unfortunately,
Exchange calendar delegation is still not compatible with iOS's Calendar

MARCH 2015

app, but the same is true with Google’s Android devices (I had some
colleagues confirm that for me). So, another software development goal for
Apple is support viewing delagated Exchange calendars on iOS mobile
devices, but Google hasn't done that yet for mobile devices that run its
Android OS, so I can’t complain too much about Apple being slow in that
area.
>
Apple's Calendar app also integrates more eﬀectively with Google’s online
calendar subscriptions. As a result, when I buy a set of season basketball
and football tickets for the Temple Owls, I can go to the teams’ web site and
click on a link to subscribe to the Owls’ game calendar (home and away
games) and I can see all the game times from my Mac in the Calendar app.
A similar feature is available for following your favorite professional sports
teams. What's also cool about calendar subscriptions is that if the time of
an event on a subscribed calendar changes, that change is automatically
updated on the calendars on my Macs, iPad, and my iPhone. For example,
if the start time of an Owls game is changed from noon to 2:00pm, the new
start time automatically appears on my calendar without any eﬀort on my
part. Game time changes happen once or twice a season due to weather or
TV broadcast schedule conflicts.
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Daniel Nations posted the following articles to about.com. tinyurl.com/p7td9dm
& tinyurl.com/k9c2nb9. © About.com. He has been writing, programming and
following technology since back in the Commodore Vic 20 days.

"Update my Facebook status to: Just watched Doctor Who and loved it." In
addition to updating Facebook, you can update Twitter by using the keyword
"tweet" before whatever you want your new status to display.

What is Siri?

"Book a table at 6 PM for Via Real." Yes, Siri can even book reservations at
your favorite restaurant via the OpenTable website.

By Daniel Nations

"Who wrote Harry Potter?" Siri can answer many basic questions by checking
various online databases.

Did you know your iPad can act as a personal assistant? Siri is a voice
recognition system embedded in the iPad's operating system and designed to
answer questions and perform tasks. Siri debuted on the iPhone 4S and was
released for the iPad with the iOS 6.0 update. It is compatible with the 3rd
generation and later iPads, including the iPad
Mini.

"Call Tom" The most basic request, Siri also responds to "Play [Music]" and
"Launch [App]."
Find Out More Questions You Can Ask Siri.

What can Siri do?

15 Cool Siri Tricks That Are Both Useful and Fun

Siri can perform a number of functions,
including taking notes and setting reminders. It
can also set events on your calendar, place
phone calls, launch apps, play music, look up
nearby restaurants or movies playing at the
theatre, provide answers to basic questions
(even math questions), or simply search the
web.

By Daniel Nations
Siri is one of the best additions to the iPad since its introduction. There are a
number of ways Siri can help you be more productive, from settings reminders
and events to looking up nearby restaurants and movies to telling you who won
the football game. If you haven't discovered Siri yet, I would recommend going
through my Siri tutorial to find out what she can do to help you. If you are
already familiar with Siri, these not-so-well-known tricks might just teach you
something new.

Siri works by holding down the iPad's home
button, which puts Siri into 'listen' mode by
activating the microphone. Next, you simply
ask Siri a question or request it to do
something for you. For example, saying, "Note
that it takes too long to get bubble gum out of
the carpet" will create a new document in the Notes app with everything after
"Note that."

1. Hey Siri. Let's start this list of tricks with the newest way to activate Siri. You
can always hold down the home button to get Siri's attention, but beginning
with iOS 8, you can also say "Hey Siri" while your iPad is charging. Want to get
Siri's attention when your iPad isn't charging? So long as Siri is activated, you
can use the "Hey Siri" command to get her attention. So if you delay your
iPad's Auto-Lock in settings, you can use this feature without charging... though
you may find your battery running down rather quickly.

What other questions or requests can Siri handle?

2. Convert measurements, currency. Want to know how many miles are in 5
kilometers? Or what 300 British pounds are in American dollars? Just ask her.

In addition to operating some of the apps that come with the iPad, Siri is
plugged into a number of databases in order to retrieve a variety of information.
It can look up anything from movie start times to sports scores, even displaying
reviews of local restaurants from Yelp. Here are some examples of questions
you can ask:

3. Pronounce Your Name. If you have a name like Mike, Sam, Ashley or Susan,
Siri probably doesn't have much of an issue with your name. But if Siri is
mangling your name, you can correct her by saying, "That's not how you say
that." Get more information on correcting Siri's pronunciation.

"What is the weather like?" will launch the Weather app with the forecast.

4. Give someone a nickname. Nicknames aren't just a fun addition to Siri, they
can also be rather useful. For example, if you nickname your manager "boss" in
your contacts, Siri will understand "Call Boss" or "Text Boss" commands.

"Remind me to walk the dog tomorrow at 10 AM." will set a reminder in the
Reminders app with the text "walk the dog". Reminders will ask you to confirm
before saving.
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12. Reminders can have categories. This one will require you to go into the
Reminders app, but it can be worth it. If you create a category of reminders
such as Grocery List, you can add items to that category via Siri by saying "Add
lettuce to grocery list".

Simply go into your Contacts list, go to the contact in question, click Edit at the
top, scroll down and tap Add Field, choose Nickname and type in whatever
nickname you want to give the contact.
5. Siri is a comedian. If you are simply bored, you can ask Siri all kinds of
questions. Just think up something bizarre to ask her and see how she
responds. Some especially funny ones include "Sing a song" , "What's your
favorite color" and "Show me the money." Find more funny questions to ask
her.

13. Take a picture. The fastest way to get ready to snap that shot? Just say
"Take a picture" and Siri will open the camera app.
14. Flip a coin or roll dice. Head or tails? No problem. You can even tell Siri to
roll dice and she'll give you the results of two six-sided dice being rolled.

6. Get Calorie Information. Can Siri help with your diet? Yes she can. One
great aspect of Siri is the connection to WolframAlpha, which has all kinds of
useful information in it. And while asking her how many calories are in a pizza
won't give you the exact amount for that slice you a contemplating -- that would
depend on the toppings and the size of the slice -- she'll give you a good
ballpark figure.

15. Find airplanes flying overhead. I'm not sure exactly how useful this one is,
but Siri has the ability to tell you what airplanes are in your area. So if you see a
DC-10 and want to figure out where it is going or where it departed, ask Siri
about airplanes flying overhead.

7. Get the time... anywhere. If you regularly contact people in diﬀerent parts of
the country or diﬀerent areas of the world, this trick is very handy. Just ask Siri
what the time is in that location and she'll tell you the local time. No more
waking someone up at 3 AM because you didn't know how early it was in
London!

Erica Sadun posted the following article to tuaw.com on September 2, 2014.
tinyurl.com/p5byykn. © AOL Inc. She is the bestselling author, coauthor, and
contributor to three dozen books on programming, digital media, Web design,
and other topics - Erica holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science from Georgia Tech.

8. What song is playing? Thanks to Shazam, Siri can now recognize music just
by listening to it. This is great if you hear a song while out and about and are
thinking about buying it. She'll even give you the option to buy right then via
iTunes.

By Erica Sadun

iOS 8: Hey Siri!
Well it should be on the front of the printer or the top that can interaction brother
okay 5020 13 11320 okay and what data what color you need to say black okay
okay well I'm going to do newness and and and get it for you with the others
went over to Staples sure yet you are happy to do all you welcome oh I do it it
won’t be until after 2 o’clock okay very close to three okay okay you’re welcome
by

9. Open App Settings. By now, most of us are aware that Siri can launch an
app for us by saying "open [app name]". She can even open the iPad's settings
by saying "Open Settings". But did you know she can open an individual app's
settings? Just say "Open [app name] settings" to find out what sort of tweaks
you can make to that particular app. For example, "Open Music Settings" will let
you change the EQ and turn oﬀ Shake to Shuﬄe.

iOS 8's new "Hey Siri" oﬀers a voice activated prompt. If you're driving and your
iPhone is connected to a power source, or if your iPad is charging across the
room, you can shout out "Hey Siri, set a timer for 3 minutes" and Siri will do
exactly that. A few minutes later, your device will beep and you'll know to take
the eggs oﬀ the stove.

10. Turn oﬀ Bluetooth. If you have Bluetooth speakers, a Bluetooth headphone
or other accessories, you might get annoyed at the need to go into settings to
turn oﬀ Bluetooth when you want to save some battery life. With iOS 7, Apple
made it easier to turn oﬀ Bluetooth via the control panel. But an even faster way
to toggle Bluetooth on or oﬀ is to simply ask Siri to do it for you.

"Hey Siri" is great for quick calculations ("What's 371 divided by four?"), for
shazaaming ("What's that song?"), for requesting songs ("Play something by
Josh Turner"), for directions ("How do I get to a gas station?") and so forth. The
hands-free functionality is amazing.

11. Change the day, time and content of a reminder. Did Siri garble your
reminder? If she got the day or time wrong or even the content of the reminder,
you don't need to start from scratch. Simply say, "Change the time to..." or
"Change the reminder to..." in order to change parts of the reminder.

At the same time, you have to be really really careful about where and when you
deploy "Hey Siri". I can't tell you how many times I've been talking on my
landline and Siri pipes up and oﬀered to run a web search based on my current
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conversation. It's a little embarrassing when chatting but it can be quite serious
in professional meetings or with privileged conversations such as in a medical
setting.

travelling -- just add it as a contact. Now, if you get lost in the foreign town, you
can ask Siri to take you to the hotel. It will give you turn by turn directions taken
from Maps, and tell you how long the journey will take.

Fortunately, you can easily disable voice-activated Siri. First, just unplug your
device. "Hey Siri" is currently limited to power-tethered use. Second, you can
override Siri by hopping into Settings > General > Siri > Voice Activation and
toggle the option to OFF. This is a feature that really should have been placed
into the Control Center -- I encourage you to file a feature request to put it there!

Remind me

But once you're back away from those possibly awkward moments? Turn that
feature right back on because Hey Siri is a real favorite, warts and all.

Ask Siri to wake you in four hours and it will set an alarm for you.

Ask Siri to remind you to do stuﬀ and it will do just that. You can even ask it to
remind you of things in certain locations (“Pick up milk when I get to work.”)
Wake-up call
Looking for a movie?
Want to watch a film, but not sure what movies are on show? Ask Siri “What’s
playing nearby?” and it will source a list of films available. You can watch trailers
and read reviews to help you decide.

Jonny Evans posted the following article to computerworld.com on February 9,
2015. computerworld tinyurl.com/qzgwewc © Computerworld Inc. He is an
independent journalist/blogger who first got online in 1993 and began writing
about Apple in 1999. He's author of Computerworld's AppleHolic blog and also
writes for others in the US, UK and Europe.

Find that bar/hotel
Looking for a local hotel or bar? Just ask Siri to quickly search for you – it will
even show you how far away from you each location is.
Calculate this

iOS 8: 10 Siri Life Hacks You Need

Trying to figure out a 10 percent service charge when eating out? Just ask Siri to
do the calculation for you -- you can ask it to figure out any sum. No need to
reach for a calculator. (This also works for conversions, “how many kilometers in
11 miles?”)

By Jonny Evans
While we wait to see how Apple’s new Photos app performs in the real world in
which most people have over 5GB of photos they don’t want to pay the
company to store in iCloud, I’ve put together yet more handy ways Siri can
improve your life.

Who’s who
It’s worth taking the time to teach Siri who matters to you: “Eric is my brother,”
or “Sam Smith is my lover." In the future you can ask for that person by name or
relationship “Siri, call my brother.” You can set people up by profession as well:
doctor, lawyer, chiropractor, keeper of the owls.

Find a lost owner
If you come across a lost iPhone that’s protected by a passcode and want to
return it to its owner just press the Home button to activate Siri and ask: “Siri,
who owns this iPhone?” Siri will give you the contact details of the owner. You
can decide if this is a super-useful feature or potential crime problem.

Text
Now you’ve taught Siri who’s who, you can ask it to dial calls, send texts or
emails to these people.

Quick camera
So long as your unlock your iDevice first, Siri is the fastest way to launch the
Apple Camera app to take a photo – so if you want to get a picture fast, use
your voice. (It will also switch Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and AirPlane mode settings for
you).

When sending a text, keep it simple -- something like, “Text my mom that we’ll
be 20 minutes late."
You can also ask Siri to check email and respond on your behalf, use this kind
of structure: “Send email to mom about lunch and say ‘We are caught in traﬃc
and will be 20 minutes late." Siri will ask you to confirm the message and then
send it on your behalf.

Get yourself home
So long as you’ve assigned an address to your contact card, you can ask Siri to
take you home any time you need it to. This also works for a hotel when
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Adam uses Reflector software to wirelessly mirror iPad screens to a
projector through his MacBook. Mirroring360 is a similar app. Free trial are
available for both apps. [ED - Airserver and X-Mirage are also available.]

By Mark Bazrod, Secretary

Q. and A. When I use Siri it goes to Apple Maps, not Google Maps.

Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at 9 AM at the
Church of the Good Samaritan in Paoli. There were 73 attendees, including
7 guests.

Q. Spell check not working in Pages. A. Trash preferences. Also, check 3rd
party software to see if it might be causing the problem.

OS SIG. Adam Rice, OS X SIg Co-Chairperson, hosted a Yosemite Q and A.

Q. Print size in Yosemite a bit hard to read. A. Go to System Preferences Accessibility. Under the Display tab, reduce transparency and increase
contrast. Under the Zoom, note shortcuts. Command plus or minus is very
useful. Check Zoom follows keyboard focus. You can adjust the cursor size
in the Display tab.

Q. SoundStick USB speakers intermittently don’t work. A. Opening up
Console and looking at the time of problem may give you a clue as to what’s
wrong.
Q. iMac intermittently wake ups when a person enters the room. A. There
probably is another device or app which sends a message which wakes up
the iMac.

Q. and A. Numbers has lost some functionality. No individual page views
and can’t reference another worksheet.
Q. How good is security in iCloud? A. As secure as any cloud. A white
paper by Apple provides an excellent explanation of what Apple does. Much
of data transmissions are encrypted in transit. Mail and notes are encrypted
in transit, but not on server. iMessages are encrypted in transit. You should
send password by iMessage. Better security than Mail by far.

Q. MacBook Pro can't access printer connected to an iMac. A. The iMac
must be on for the printer to work.
Q. What are the security implications of putting a Mac to sleep? A. OS X is
based on Unix which was designed for computers which would be
connected all the time. Putting the Mac to sleep has no security
implications. If a Mac has been totally shut down, no third party can get on
the Mac.

Q. Can you store multiple OSs on a Mac? A. Yes, through partitioning a
hard drive. It is now easier using Disc Utility.
Q. How is security of health data in the cloud? A. Cloud storage of health
data is coming whether you use it or not. It’s a Federal requirement in 2016
or 2017. Thus, any emergency room can access your records.

Q. How do you connect an iPad to a printer? A. Most new printers support
AirPrint which allows you to wirelessly connect to a printer. Older printers
need PrintCentral ($4 and preferred by several members) or Printopia ($20)
software to be installed.

Q. and A. Rename favorites in Safari to shorten them. Great tip!

Adam says that Apple has moved to a yearly upgrade of OS X. Yosemite
can be placed on iMacs produced as far back as mid-2007 and other Macs
back to about 2009. Apple says you need at least 2 GB of RAM. Adam says
at least 4 GB or the Mac runs too slowly.

Treasurer Report. Elliott Cobin reported that we have 147 members and
$3,700 in the treasury. The monthly facility cost is $300 month which is the
bulk of our expenditures.

Also, Yosemite has greater Integration with IOS devices. You can answers
phone calls on your Mac. He uses Handoﬀ to move notes beteen the Mac
and iPad and handsoﬀ Safari on the Mac to the iPad. (Need mid-2012 iMac
or later.)

President Maria Arguillo reported that the Library has 4 new Dummies
books donated by Bob Levitus. She showed a number of Newsletter
graphics produced by Sally Bazrod. She also indicated what programs will
be coming for the rest of the year. Bob LeVitus can not come in May, but will
be with us in November. We might have several presentations by members
in May.
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photos made on a certain day or date range, taken with a certain camera, or
in a certain location.

Bill Achuﬀ - Adobe Lightroom.
Bill Achuﬀ gave us an outstanding presentation and demonstration of
Adobe Systems’ Lightroom, a combined photo manager and editor. It
doesn’t have as many editing capabilities as Photoshop or Photoshop
Elements, but editing appears much easier in Lightroom. In addition, it can
do much more than consumer photo editing products like Picasa or iPhoto.
it is an alternative to Apple’s Aperture app.

You can assign keywords to photos for assistance in searching. Lightroom
editing does not aﬀect the original photo and you can save copies of the
edited photo wherever you want them. You can easily export photos to
social media sites.
Lightroom can show you a histogram of the photo’s colors to assist in
editing. Lightroom has many presets. and you can set your own. For
example, you can set the white balance process to automatic and let
Lightroom do it automatically.

Bill easily adjusted colors, brightness, contrast, tone, white balance and
exposure levels, cropped images, and straightened tilted images. He also
selectively adjusted areas of photos.
Lightroom does not store photos within its application. Your photos can be
stored anywhere on your Mac. Lightroom indexes all the metadata
associated with the photo which enables you to do extensive searching of
your photos and place them on one screen. For example, you can obtain

Lightroom costs about $150. There is a 30-day free trial. If you don’t want or
need the complexity of Photoshop or Photoshop Elements, but you still do a
fair amount of photo editing, Lightroom may well be the application for you
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Navigating the interface

Jason Parker posted the following article to cnet.com on February 5, 2015.
tinyurl.com/khbom6z. © CBS Interactive Inc. He has has been at CNET for
more than 13 years. He is the Senior Editor in charge iOS software and has
become an expert reviewer of the software for new Apple devices.

When you first launch the Photos app, you'll see the familiar layout of photo
thumbnails organized by date and location that you find in the Photos app
on iOS. But in the upper left you have arrows you can click to quickly switch
from Moments (individual pictures), to Collections (pictures taken in the
same location), and to the wall of photos in the Years view. You can also use
pinch gestures to switch between these on a track pad and a two-finger
swipe lets you browse through thumbnails.

Apple's New Photos App Brings iOS Simplicity To
The Power Of A Desktop
By Jason Parker
Apple's new Photos app bridges yet another gap between the company's
operating systems and further cements its goal of a unified user experience
across devices.
Released to developers today, and later to the public as part of OS X
Yosemite, Photos mimics the iOS image-viewing experience, but adds
powerful editing tools that you can get only on the desktop. It's an improved
experience over the aging iPhoto and Aperture image editing products -both of which it eﬀectively replaces -- but more in how it simplifies the
organizational tools rather than the new features it adds. It won't compete
with dedicated photo-editing software like Photoshop, but it is a great way
to organize and tweak your images.

The Search window in the upper right lets you add just a couple of letters
before it autocompletes to show you dates, locations, faces it recognizes
and keywords so you can drill down to the photos you want.
You can select photos from the view of your choice, then hit the familiar
Share button (found throughout Mac OS X and iOS) in the upper right to
send photos via email, messages, Facebook, Flickr, and other common
locations. There's also the capability for third-party services like Tumblr to
add their names to the list via extensions. With the release going to
developers only for now, Apple wants to smooth out the rough edges and
give developers a chance to work other services into the mix.

As a developer-release, Photos still has some work ahead. At this early
stage, though, the interface and tools are easy to use and will be useful for
both beginning and expert photographers alike.
What is it?
The Photos app is not a direct upgrade from iPhoto nor is it a complete
copy of the Photos app on iOS. Instead it has it's own unique set of tools
that are only available on Yosemite. Once the update is released, it will be
the default photo management app on OS X, but that's not going to stop
you from using any of a number of third-party apps. At this time, Apple
hasn't announced a specific release date for the public, but we do know
that it's coming later this spring.
Just like on iOS the Photos app in Yosemite will work closely with iCloud
and with Apple's new iCloud Photo Library. The service will store high res
images in iCloud, but keeps the full files from taking up too much space on
your desktop or iOS devices until you're actually viewing them. This means
that even if all your images are the highest quality setting, they won't be
taking up as much valuable storage space on your hard drive or on your iOS
devices.

The layout of your images will look familiar to those who use Photos on iOS.
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The four main buttons

Editing your images

In the top center, the Photos app has buttons for Photos (described above)
along with Shared, Albums, and Projects buttons.

When you want to make an image look better or add filters and eﬀects, the
Photos app makes it easy. You can double-click or reverse pinch to bring an
image full screen, then use the Edit button in the upper right. Just like iOS,
the Photos app for Mac has an auto enhance tool, which makes
calculations behind the scenes to punch up colors and brighten or darken
the image to give you the best look.

The Shared button is where you'll see all the collections of photos you've
shared with others and collections that people share with you. In the sharing
section, you'll be able to read people's comments and make comments of
your own.

The crop tools have a nice addition with an auto rotation feature. When you
take a photo where the horizon isn't perfectly horizontal, you can open the
crop tool and hit an Auto button at the bottom right. The Photos app will
automatically detect the horizon, then crop the image to fit so everything is
straightened with no gaps on the sides.

The Albums button shows all of your albums. Across the top you'll find
albums Apple designed to make it easier to find specific images, with All
Photos, Faces (which many will recognize from iPhoto), Last Import,
Favorites, Panoramas, and the various video types (including slo-mo, time
lapse, and burst). It also has a section for RAW images and photos you've
edited with the Photos App tools.

There are also a handful of filters you can use to give your photos that retro
Polaroid look, black and white, and a few others.

The Projects button is where you'll find ways to spend a little money to
create a neat project with your photos. Apple showed me a couple of the
possibilities when it demoed the app. You can create photo books with one
and two page-wide layouts, with images that bleed oﬀ the edges of the
page that look great. You can enlarge your panoramas taken with the latest
iPhones for a nice looking long image you could frame and hang on the wall,
for example. There are also options to make cards, calendars, slideshows
(with theme music) and individual prints.

You only get a handful of filters, but they're high quality.
It's important to note that it doesn't have anywhere near all the advanced
photo tools of Adobe's Photoshop or the paint-like shapes, masks, and
brushes from apps like SnagIt, so it won't be a replacement for these types
of tools.
Instead, quick adjustments are where the Photos app shines, because it
gives you the ability to use a slider to change multiple parameters at once.
For example, to make an image brighter, you can use the Light slider to
bump it up. But what's happening behind the scenes are adjustments to
Exposure, Highlights, Shadows, Brightness, Contrast, and Black Point to
make the overall look lighter -- all of which are available to adjust
individually. I think people will appreciate that there's both an easy way, and
a more advanced way to change these settings, making the app great for
beginners or advanced photographers looking for a quick fix.
The app also works well for retouching your photos with a tool that allows
you to brush away blemishes or other artifacts, which automatically uses
the surrounding image to fill in the area.
Info for every image

Use the Projects button to create things such as books, calendars and
greeting cards with your images.

Like iPhoto, the new Photos app will give you all the information from where
and when a photo was taken to what the device was used, and any
keywords you've associated with it.
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More to come
The Photos app is a necessary addition to Mac OS X Yosemite, replacing
the somewhat long outdated iPhoto and Aperture apps. And I welcome that
Apple is including it with the Mac OS X 10.10.3 update. That means that
once you download the update to Yosemite this spring, the Photos app will
appear on your Mac.
Photos isn't going to replace the big name photography apps like
Photoshop, Lightroom, or even apps like SnagIt. Instead it will act as the
main hub for your photos across all your Apple devices connected by
iCloud so you can work on your photos from anywhere and the edits will
show up on every device.
Now that it's been released to developers, more extensions and other
features will probably become available at launch. But from what we have
so far, I think it's a great start and will be a welcome addition to Yosemite for
both iPhone and iPad photographers.

You can auto-straighten pictures and crop out the gaps with the touch of a button.
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Farad Manjoo posted following article to nytimes.com on February 18, 2015.
tinyurl.com/knr3yhr. © The New York Times Company. He is a technology
columnist for the Wall Street Journal and the author of True Enough.

So Adobe is taking a big risk and reinventing Photoshop and, the company
hopes, making it less acutely dependent on sales to a small group of
professional customers.

Photoshop at 25: A Thriving Chameleon Adapts to an
Instagram World

The aggressive reinvention of Photoshop, if successful, could serve as a model
for other companies, particularly Microsoft, that risk losing business to more
nimble app makers. It also suggests a path to mobile devices for software that
over the years grew fatter as PCs grew more powerful: Slice it up, cut the price,
and you could end up attracting a far wider audience.

By Farhad Manjoo
The history of digital technology is full of innovations that are praised for having
changed the world: the Mac, Microsoft Windows, the Netscape Navigator
browser, the iPod and countless others. Then there are the many products that
changed the world and were suddenly overtaken by some newer, supposedly
better thing: the Mac, Microsoft Windows, Netscape Navigator, the iPod and
countless others.

Or at least make sure your current audience doesn’t abandon you.
Adobe’s new plan for Photoshop actually started in 2011. Rather than selling
licensed copies of Photoshop and its other high-end creative applications for
hundreds of dollars each (Photoshop used to sell for $700 a copy), Adobe
began oﬀering monthly access for as little as $10 a month.

What’s rarer in tech is the product that causes major changes, hits turbulence
and then, after some nimble adjustment, finds a surprising new audience.

The price change was initially met with fury from loyalists, who didn’t like the
idea of renting rather than buying. Because subscription revenue comes in over
time, the change also took a toll on Adobe’s bottom line. Its annual net income
declined 65 percent in 2013, and it fell 13 percent last year.

This week is the 25th birthday of one such aging chameleon, Adobe Photoshop,
an image-editing program that was created when we snapped pictures on film
and displayed them on paper. It has not just survived but thrived through every
major technological transition in its lifetime: the rise of the web, the decline of
print publishing, the rise and fall of home printing and the supernova of digital
photography.

But the company sees the decline as the short-term cost of a long-term plan. By
lowering the price of Photoshop, Adobe hopes to democratize access, gaining
new users who, in the past, wouldn’t have been able to aﬀord $700 software.
The trend looks promising. Adobe now has 3.5 million subscribers to its Creative
Cloud suite of apps (which includes Photoshop), and it expects to have nearly
six million by the end of this year. Annual revenue generated by those
subscriptions will approach $3 billion. It’s on track to beat the record $3.4 billion
that Adobe made from selling boxed software in 2011.

Photoshop attained the rare status of a product that became a verb — like
Google and Xerox. Along the way, it became a lightning rod for controversy
because of, among other things, the way it can be used to turn women’s bodies
into unnatural magazine-cover icons, or its use by propagandists and your
casually mendacious social-networking buddies who doctor their vacation
snaps.

There are risks, of course. Low-end photo editing apps are becoming popular —
fast. Adobe may not be reacting quickly enough to them. And when you reach
out to new types of customers, you could oﬀend the old ones who supported
the business for decades. Will they find a high-end alternative if Photoshop
starts looking a little too downscale?

But now, for all its cultural cachet, Photoshop risks missing out on a far larger
market of casual photo bugs and their smartphones. Once, for better or worse,
we Photoshopped photos. Now, more often than not, we Instagram or Snapchat
them, and everyone, it seems, is a photo editor. But not everyone needs or even
wants a fancy program like Photoshop.

Still, the company is forging ahead.

“When I took over the business in 2010, I realized that the growth in our
business did not match what was happening all around us,” said David
Wadhwani, the executive in charge of Adobe’s creative software. “Visual
expression was on the rise everywhere. Our business was a solid business, but
it was not growing at the pace that we felt it should.”

Adobe also has grander plans to break up Photoshop into a number of apps,
some of which it will make itself. Others will be made by third-party developers
who will have access to Adobe’s image-processing systems online. In some
cases, those apps will even be free.

Toolbars from several Photoshop versions, starting with the original, from the left,
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shipping. It was an instant success. Over the next decade, Adobe sold more
than three million copies.

Toolbars from several
Photoshop versions,
starting with the original,
from the left, and ending
with Photoshop CC.

Many of Photoshop’s features were built as analogues to techniques that
photographers had long been using in the darkroom, but what set it apart from
competing image-editing programs was the way it improved on the darkroom.
For early users, it was a mind-blowing experience.
“What was amazing to me was the ability to change your mind all the time,” said
Maggie Taylor, a photographer whose painterly, collage-heavy art relies strongly
on Photoshop. “With film, I had to make a decision, make the exposure and
you’re done. And I was often disappointed,” she said. “With Photoshop, it’s like,
‘Wow, I can change my mind as many times as I want.’ ”
To the chagrin of some old-timers, Photoshop liberated photographers from the
rigors of physical perfection (and also from darkroom chemicals).
“In the days before a computer, you had to have very good hand-eye
coordination to do photography well,” said John Maeda, a designer and former
president of the Rhode Island School of Design. Photoshop changed that.

“The goal is to go from tens of
millions of people benefiting
from the technology within
Photoshop to hundreds of millions of people over the years,” Mr. Wadhwani
said.

But more important than what Photoshop did was the way Adobe navigated its
market. In 1990, getting a photograph in and out of a computer was diﬃcult
because scanners sold for tens of thousands of dollars and printers and
monitors had little capacity to produce high-resolution images.

Adobe’s move to apps and the cloud has earned plaudits from optimists on Wall
Street. To understand why, it helps to understand Photoshop’s history.

The people who could get the most out of Photoshop, then, were designers
working for newspapers, magazines and other industries that used presses.

Photoshop began as a way to procrastinate from working on a doctoral thesis.
In the late 1980s, Thomas Knoll, who was studying computer vision at the
University of Michigan, began creating a collection of image-processing utilities
for his younger brother John, who was a digital-eﬀects specialist at Industrial
Light & Magic. The program, which the brothers named Display, kept growing,
and soon many of John’s friends at I.L.M. were using it.

“But we were always watching the trends to see exactly what features were
required as the market evolved,” Thomas Knoll said. Each time some new
opportunity came along — from the web to inkjet printers to digital cameras —
Adobe quickly tuned Photoshop to the new technology. Each time, Photoshop
grew.
In a way, then, Adobe’s turn to cloud-based subscriptions and mobile apps is
similar: The business of software has changed, and Adobe is again shifting with
it. Adobe now oﬀers some of Photoshop’s best features to outside developers,
who can add advanced image-editing capabilities to their apps at no cost.
Adobe is also building a suite of apps that oﬀer specific cuts of Photoshop and
other programs to a wider range of users.

In 1988, Adobe agreed to buy the program, but it didn’t really have high
expectations. Adobe gave the brothers no extra resources to finish the software;
the company didn’t even require them to go to Silicon Valley to work on it. John
remained at Industrial Light & Magic, dreaming up new features for Photoshop,
while Thomas stuck it out in Ann Arbor, where he wrote every line of code in the
first version.

“When I see all this happening, I’m down with what they’re doing,” said Mr.
Maeda, who is now a partner at the venture capital firm Kleiner Perkins Caufield
& Byers. “I think the younger generation of designers is looking for new tools,
and they don’t care what device it’s on.”

“The end result was, I never did finish my Ph.D.,” Thomas said. But after about
two years, he did finish Photoshop. On Feb. 19, 1990, Photoshop 1.0 began
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Leah Yamshon posted the following article to Macworld.com on February 19,
2015. tinyurl.com/p883osm. © IDG Consumer &SMB. She is a Macworld
Assistant Editor who covers iOS apps, smartphone cases, gadget bags, and
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“delete” button. That has only happened to me once, but I still take the time to
look everything over first. I’d rather not risk deleting my guinea pig photos
before I can post them to Instagram—priorities, people!
Revisit your photos one-by-one in small batches
Screeny can’t help you deal with your regular photos,
so that’s where Flic ($3) comes in. Flic shows you
what’s stored in your photo collection—one photo at a
time—asking, “Does this really look like a Kodak
moment to you?” You decide what stays and what
goes in a Tinder-esque fashion—swipe left to send a
photo to the trash, or swipe right to keep it around.

Declutter Your Camera Roll With These Photo
Management Apps
By Leah Yamshon
My worst iOS habit is hands-down my inability to keep my Camera Roll clean—I
never go through it to delete my crappy selfies, random screenshots, or my 49
failed attempts at photographing Sleeping Beauty Castle at Disneyland at
nighttime. (Even worse: I back up everything, so those same terrible photos live
in various places on my Mac, too.) It’s been an ongoing problem that I can’t
quite seem to kick, though I think I may finally be onto something: the answer to
de-cluttering my Camera Roll is to clutter up my home screen with more apps.
These three photo management apps tackle photo clutter in diﬀerent ways, and
combining the three together into a weekly routine has, so far, started to make a
dent in my never-ending pile of photos.

With each photo you dump, Flic tells you how much
space you’ve cleared. Flic stores these “trashed”
photos in a special tab until you’re ready to actually
delete them, so you can take one last look at your
pics before you send them into the abyss. And, to
keep you from getting photo fatigued, Flic groups
your photos together by calendar month, so you’re
not sorting through your entire Camera Roll at once.

Seriously, you don’t need those screenshots anymore

Review your Camera Roll at a glance
I take at least one screenshot on my iPhone every day, whether to use in an
article, to save something for oﬄine viewing (like directions from Google Maps,
or a digital ticket stub), or to quickly snap something that I want to text to my
friends—juicy iMessage conversations and ridiculous Facebook posts and pics
that I want to privately share and have a good laugh.

Delete these photos, right meow.

Guinea pig pics?
D e fi n i t e l y a k e e p e r.
Swipe right.

Once you’ve gone through your photos individually,
take a look at your Camera Roll as a whole, and batch-delete duplicates or
photos that just aren’t keepers. Purrge can help with that.
I wanted to write oﬀ Purrge ($2) as just a gimmicky app to take advantage of
everyone’s cat obsession (Purrge? Really?), but it’s actually a pretty great tool.
Purrge has a gesture-based interface, which you use to quickly batch delete
photos from your Camera Roll. All of your photo thumbnails are shown on a
grid; tap “select”, and then tap an image to mark it as trash, or swipe across a
cluster of images to mark multiple photos at once. You can also look at fullscreen versions of your photos one by one, and switch back and forth between
similar images to pick the best of the bunch to keep. Swipe up on any fullscreen photo to delete it.

But you know what that leaves me with?
A cluttered Camera Roll filled with an ugly mess of screenshots that I no longer
need, and that have been sitting there untouched for months.
Screeny ($1) filters out these screenshots so you can easily delete them. It
scans through your Camera Roll and grabs all your screenshots, which you can
review before batch-deleting the whole lot. You could also delete them one-byone, or filter them down further by the last 15 or 30 days, if you only want to
delete older snaps. That option is a great buﬀer for making sure you don’t
accidentally delete something you need.

When you’re ready to trash everything, tap the Purrge icon at the top of the
screen, and you’ll finally get to see that cute cat photo that the app promises—
that is, if you don’t have a zillion cat photos on your phone already.

Screeny’s engine is super accurate—it’s really good at selecting only
screenshots. But, just to be safe, I always review what Screeny has selected to
make sure a rogue photo didn’t get pulled in by mistake before I hit the final
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app, Outlook is thoughtfully tailored for how people use email on
smartphones.
The new Outlook is not Microsoft’s work, exactly. The app is mostly a
rebranding of Acompli, an existing app made by a start-up that Microsoft
acquired in December for $200 million. But there is no shame in using
acquisitions to inject new talent and technology into a company. Facebook,
Google and Amazon all employ a similar strategy.

Microsoft Has Suddenly Gotten Serious With
Mobile
By Nick Wingfield

The fact that Microsoft released the new Outlook in late January, when the
ink was barely dry on its Acompli deal, is a clear sign of how quickly the
company feels it needs to move in the mobile business. Last week, the
company bought the maker of Sunrise, a popular mobile calendar app,
suggesting that Microsoft has no plans to let up on its deal-making.

Microsoft is suddenly a powerful presence on my phone.
Yes, you read that right. This is the same Microsoft that spent almost a halfdecade trying to oﬀer a credible alternative to Apple’s iPhone and mobile
devices running Google’s Android. And it’s the same Microsoft that paid
more than $7 billion to buy Nokia’s once-mighty handset business, only to
see its mobile business sink further. The company now clings precariously
to a 3 percent share of new smartphone sales.

Until it released its new mail app, Microsoft oﬀered OWA for iPhone and
Android. The name stands for Outlook Web Access, and as the name
suggests, the app was essentially a shortcut to a web page and lacked the
performance and richness of a native mobile app.

Make no mistake, Microsoft still wants its mobile operating system,
Windows, to be the software in our smartphones. But mobile developers
continue to focus on making apps for Apple or Android devices instead,
making Windows phones an increasingly hard sell.

The new Outlook is everything its predecessor was not — snappy and, for
people who are heavy email users on mobile, a genuine improvement on the
standard Apple email app that comes on every iPhone.

That reality has finally sunk in at Microsoft, and a new strategy is afoot.
When Satya Nadella, Microsoft’s chief executive, took the top job at the
company about a year ago, he signaled that the company’s priorities were
shifting. Microsoft, he said, was in a “mobile-first, cloud-first world.”

“People end up looking at their email client many, many times a day, but
they do it in short bursts,” said Javier Soltero, the general manager of
Outlook at Microsoft and the former chief executive of Acompli. “For us, the
average session length is about 24 seconds. How do you make that 24
seconds most productive?”

Since then, the company has brought more of its apps and services to the
Apple and Android devices people actually use, rather than the ones
Microsoft would like them to use — those that run Windows.

Outlook’s answer is to use software algorithms to automatically divide
emails into two queues: Focused and Other. Put simply, Focused is
supposed to give me the messages I’ll want to look at in those 24-second
glances, while Other is stuﬀ I might want to look at later or not at all.

What’s even more surprising is that Microsoft’s heart seems to be in the
eﬀort.

Microsoft is hardly the first to sort like this. Google’s Gmail app for iPhone,
for instance, has an email queue known as priority inbox for messages it
determines you’ll want to see.

Over the last several months, Microsoft has been taking up more and more
space on my own iPhone’s home screen. I’ve installed mobile versions of its
Oﬃce apps as well as OneDrive, the company’s answer to Dropbox, Google
Drive and other cloud storage services.

Both Google and Microsoft have similar tricks for ranking important emails.
They look at who you’ve emailed in the past, whose messages you open
and who you bother replying to. They generally downgrade messages from
broad email lists and social media notifications.

For the last couple of weeks, I have also relied heavily on Microsoft’s latest
mobile creation, Outlook for the iPhone. (It’s available on Android, too; both
versions are free for personal use.) Outlook is an email and calendar app
that bears a resemblance to the PC version of the software, but mostly just
in name. Instead of trying to jam all the features of the PC version into the

The problem with this kind of intelligent email sorting is that it’s often hard
for users to trust. No one wants to miss a crucial email from a boss. And if
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the sorting isn’t reliable, many users will simply look at two inboxes instead
of one.

A OneDrive app on my iPhone automatically backs up everything I shoot
with the phone’s camera. Its integration with Oﬃce is seamless, too.

That said, I like how Outlook sorts emails and prefer its approach over the
Gmail app. Outlook generally allowed more messages into my Focused
queue than I would like, though it lets you filter similar messages in the
future. Gmail, in contrast, omitted things from my Important queue that I
wanted to see.

The other day, my daughter put together a birthday tribute to her mother in
the form of a PowerPoint presentation. She composed it on a Mac, which
automatically backed it up to OneDrive. We went to a restaurant, my
daughter opened PowerPoint on my iPhone 6 Plus and did the presentation
right there at our table.

Another way Outlook helps people be more eﬃcient is by integrating a
calendar. When trying to arrange a meeting over email, there’s no more need
to jump out of email and into a separate calendar.

My wife was in tears — and it would have not have been possible using
Microsoft products a little over a year ago.

With a few taps, you can list free times in your schedule in an email. The
recipient of the message can pick one, and your meeting is automatically
scheduled on your calendar.
It would be easy to dismiss Outlook as a fluke if Microsoft were not also
making so many other credible mobile apps. Early last year, it finally
released high-quality versions of its main Oﬃce apps — Word, Excel and
PowerPoint — for iPhone, iPad and their Android variants. Then the
company made nearly complete versions of the apps free.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2015 MEETINGS

Microsoft is still hoping to get people to upgrade to a paid subscription to
Oﬃce 365, which costs $6.99 a month to use Oﬃce on a single
smartphone, tablet and PC or Mac. Households that want to share a
subscription for Oﬃce on up to five devices of each type pay $9.99 a
month.

January 10
February 14
March 14
April 11
May 9
June 13
July 11
August
September 11
October 10
November 14
December 12

There are excellent free productivity apps on mobile and PCs from Google,
Apple and others, and the prospect of those apps chipping away at its
Oﬃce business is terrifying for Microsoft.
But Microsoft has sweetened its Oﬃce 365 deal by including unlimited
online storage through OneDrive, its cloud storage service.
That’s not a misprint. You can create an online copy of all of your pictures,
videos, music and other files in the cloud, with no limits. One terabyte of
online storage costs $19.99 from Apple’s iCloud service, while Dropbox and
Google each charge $9.99 a month.
I can’t imagine personally needing much more than a terabyte of online
backup — it is more than 300,000 photos or 1,000 hours of video. But I
might get there someday as the resolution in cameras increases. It’s
comforting to know I have a copy of all my data in case my computer is
stolen, destroyed in a fire or just conks out.
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With that out of the way, let’s explore diﬀerent ways you can run Windows on
your Mac.
1. Dual Boot Windows On Your Mac, Using Your Mac’s Hard Drive

4 Ways To Get Windows On Your Mac

The easiest method, which oﬀers the best performance, but takes up space on
your hard drive and requires you to restart your computer every time you want to
run Windows. Recommended for gamers.

By Justin Pot
Want Windows 8 running on your Mac, but don’t know where to start? That’s
understandable: there are a lot of options out there, and it can get
overwhelming.

Your Mac comes with Boot Camp, which makes it easy to dual boot Windows.
With this set up you can choose to boot OS X or Windows when you start up
your Mac. You’ll want at least 30GB free on your hard drive to do this, and more
is recommended if you plan on installing a lot of Windows software.

Whether you’re interested in more advanced gaming on your Mac, or simply
need to run a particular Windows program from time to time, you might feel like
you’ve no idea where to start. To make things simple, let’s quickly go over your
two main options:

Getting started is simple: just launch the Boot Camp Assistant found in the
Utilities folder.

◦ Dual Booting: This means that, when you start up your computer, you
can pick between running Windows or OS X. Windows can make full use of
your Mac this way, but it can be inconvenient – you need to restart your Mac
every time you want to switch between operating systems.
◦ Virtualization: This means that, when you’re running OS X, you can run
Windows at the same time. Windows won’t run as well this way, because it
can’t use all of your Mac’s resources, but this method can be more
convenient – you can switch between Windows and Mac programs
instantly.
Of course, this is just a starting point – things get far more complicated. For
example: you can dual boot Windows using the hard drive inside your computer,
but you can also boot Windows from a USB drive if you’d like. There are three
major programs for running Windows in a virtual machine, all with pros and cons
of their own.

Start the program up and you’ll be guided through the entire process. Windows
drivers for your Mac will be downloaded, a partition will be created on your hard
drive and a good chunk of the Windows installation will finish before you even
restart your Mac.

So, what’s the best way to get Windows on your Mac? I’d argue it depends on
your situation. Let’s look at four methods.

Note: You Need Windows To Do This.

Simon showed you how to install Windows 8 on a Macbook using Bootcamp
back in 2012, and the process hasn’t changed much since then.

If you want to run Windows 8 on your Mac, you need a copy of Windows 8.
There’s no working around this (at least, not legally). You can buy Windows 8
from Microsoft; prices vary.

2. Boot Windows On Your Mac From An External Hard Drive
Slightly more diﬃcult method that requires access to a PC running Windows to
set up. Worse performance than Boot Camp, but better than most virtual
machines. Requires you to restart your computer every time you want to run
Windows, but doesn’t take up space on your Mac’s hard drive.

You can also check sites like eBay or Amazon for discounts. Another thing
worth noting: if you’re planning on dual booting, you really should back up your
files first.
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Don’t have a lot of free space on your Mac’s hard drive? It’s also possible to
boot a full version of Windows on your Mac from an external drive. You can use
this disk on any Mac, and all of your installed Windows programs will come with
you.
The catch? You can’t use Boot Camp to set the process up. I’ve found a
method that works, but it requires access to a PC running Windows. Ask a
Windows-using friend nicely if need be – you’ll only need the machine once.

Your external drive is now ready for WinToUSB, so fire that application up. You’ll
need to point it toward your Windows 8 install disk/ISO, then to your USB drive.
Assign the Boot and System partitions you created earlier.

You’ll also need a free program called WinToUSB, and a USB drive to install
Windows onto. I used an old external hard drive, but if you have access to a
flash drive bigger than 32 GB it should work. USB 3.0 is recommended.

Click next, and WinToUSB will install Windows on your USB drive. When it’s
done, unmount the disk from the PC and plug it into your Mac. Shut your Mac
down, if it’s currently running, then turn it on while holding the Option key.

Setting Up

You should see your USB drive as an bootable option – click it to continue, and
Windows will start (though it may restart once or twice to complete the
installation process). You’ll have Windows running, but your WiFi and a number
of other things won’t work – you need drivers.

Plug your USB drive into the PC, then open the Disk Management utility. Right
click the USB disk itself (making absolutely certain that it is your USB disk –
you’re about to delete all files on the drive).
If you see the option to “Convert to GPT”, click it. This will format the drive, but
is necessary in order to create a drive that will boot on your Mac (or any UEFIcompatible device). If you see the option to “Convert to MBR”, don’t click it:

Reboot your Mac to OS X and download the Boot Camp drivers. You’ll probably
want to put them on another USB key, so you can access them from within
Windows. Reboot into Windows, then run the installer.
Eventually you’ll have a full version of Windows running from USB, complete
with Mac drivers. A huge advantage of this set up is you can run the same
instance of Windows on any Mac, and all your programs will come with you.
3. Virtualize Windows On Your Mac Using Parallels ($80)
Easy but expensive tool for running Windows on your Mac the same time as OS
X. Performance won’t match a dual-boot setup, but you don’t need to restart
your computer to run Windows software. Built specifically with Macs in mind.

simply delete the partitions on the drive.
Double-click the empty space on your newly empty drive and create a FAT32
partition – it doesn’t need to be bigger than 100 MB – to serve as the boot
sector. Next, create an NTFS partition for the remaining space – this is where
Windows itself will be installed.
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Recommended for anyone who needs to run a few specific Windows programs
from time to time.

We oﬀer a complete guide to setting up VirtualBox, so check that out if you
want to learn how to use this powerful software.

Setting up virtual machines can be a complicated process, but Parallels makes
it simple. Just point the program to your Windows install disk, configure a few
settings and the rest is taken care of.

As for Mac-specific features? A lot is missing out of the box – don’t expect your
Mac keyboard shortcuts to keep working. But some things, like copy-pasting
between programs, work great. And there’s a lengthy tutorial for running a
Bootcamp partition, if you’re willing to spend some time on it.

We’ve shown you how Parallels lets you run Windows faster, so check that
review out for a look at how the program works.

What Did We Miss?

Parallels also oﬀers a lot of great Mac-specific tricks, like support in Windows
for your favourite Mac keyboard shortcuts, and letting you create a virtual
machine of your Boot Camp partition in just a few clicks (meaning you can run
the same instance of Windows as a virtual machines or on its own).

These four methods are, to me, the best ways to get Windows running on your
Mac. Which to use probably depends on your situation, but they should cover
most common usage scenarios.

Parallels is generally considered to outperform VMWare Fusion ($50), its main
commercial rival, in terms of both performance and features – but Fusion is also
a solid, cheaper option to look into. Check out Wikipedia’s comparison of the
two apps for a quick rundown.

NEEDED
New Product Reviewers. If you want to obtain a free Macrelated application, hardware, book, accessory, or training package, all
you have to do is review them for the MLMUG Website and Newsletter.
J u s t c o n t a c t M a r i a A rg u e l l o , o u r Ve n d o r L i a i s o n , a t
arguello10@verizon.net with the product’s name and the vendor’s URL.
She will try to get you a review copy. You keep what you review.

Photographers for the MLMUG Photo of
the Month column or MLMUGERS Caughtin-the-Wild. You don't have to be a
professional photographer. Contact our
G r a p h i c s E d i t o r, S a l l y B a z r o d , a t
sallybazrod@mac.com.

4. Virtualize Windows On Your Mac Using VirtualBox (Free)
Slightly more diﬃcult software for running Windows on your Mac the same time
as OS X. Performance doesn’t match Parallels, but also isn’t much worse. This
cross-platform program is short on Mac-specific features.
Time is money, the old saying goes, but that only really applies if you don’t enjoy
tinkering. If you’re willing to spend a bit more time getting a virtual machine set
up, I highly recommend installing Windows 8 using VirtualBox. It’s what I
personally use, mostly to test Windows software.
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And LaunchBar learns what you search for most frequently and often
predicts what you’re looking for before you’ve typed more than one or two
characters. In the figure above, I typed “AA” and the first item in the list is
Adobe Audition (highlighted). There is no occurrence of “AA” in the app’s
name, but since I’ve used LaunchBar to open it several times in the past few
weeks, it made an educated guess that Adobe Audition was what I was
looking for. And, at least this time, it was right!

Dr. Mac’s 3 Must-Have Utilities For Mac OS X
By Bob LeVitus

Perhaps my favorite feature is Clipboard History, which preserves up to 100
items I’ve cut or copied to OS X’s single-item clipboard. Better still, unlike
the OS X clipboard, which is vaporized when you shut down, reboot, or
experience a crash or kernel panic, LaunchBar’s Clipboard History survives
across restarts and crashes, which is just freakin’ awesome.

Someone recently asked me about my “must-have” applications for Mac
OS X Yosemite and I realized most of them are utilities, not applications.
What’s the diﬀerence? In my mind, an application (aka “program” or “app”)
mimics something from the real world. For example, a word processor
mimics a pen, typewriter, and/or paste-up board; a spreadsheet mimics an
accountant’s ledger pad; and a calculator app mimics, well, a handheld
calculator.
A utility, on the other hand, does something exclusive to a computer with no
real world counterpart. For example, Default Folder X from St. Clair Software
adds features and shortcuts to Open and Save dialogs (to make opening
and saving files faster and easier).
So here are three utilities I use many times every day to save me time,
keystrokes, or both. Since I feel more productive when my fingers are on the
keyboard, all three utilities include lots of keyboard functionality you won’t
find in OS X.
LaunchBar seems similar to OS
X Yosemite’s Spotlight at first
glance, but it’s much more
powerful and configurable. Like
Spotlight, just type a few
characters and a list of files
appears almost instantly. But
only LaunchBar lets you do
much more with items in that
list, such as copying, moving,
renaming, and compressing
files or folders, controlling most
of iTunes, and instant web
searches, all without touching
the mouse or trackpad.

LaunchBar provides fast, easy access to the last 100 items I’ve copied or cut.

LaunchBar’s contextual menu (right) oﬀers options for the selected item.
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window sizes and positions, adding keyboard shortcuts where none exist,
and clicking buttons without touching a mouse or trackpad.

For example, when I type, “bltv,” TextExpander replaces it with, “The
BobLeVitus.TV Show,” saving me 16 keystrokes. Or, if I type “blc,”
TextExpander replaces it with my email address (bob@boblevitus.com),
which saves me 15 keystrokes. I have dozens of these and they add up to a
lot of time saved every day.

These are just a few of the Keyboard Maestro macros I use to save time and
keystrokes

So there you have it… this trio of powerful yet inexpensive utilities has
saved me literally hundreds of hours and millions of keystrokes over the
years. Now think about all the time you could be saving and download the
free trial versions of all three and start saving tons of time and keystrokes
yourself.

When I type “preq,” TextExpander replaces it with this lengthy product request
message (right)

TextExpander can also replace thousands of common typos on the fly. So
when I accidentally type, “taht” or “iPhnone” TextExpander types the
proper words and does it so quickly that if you blink you’ll miss it.

Resources:
LaunchBar 6. $29. Objective Development.

Last but not least, Keyboard Maestro lets me create “macros” that I can
execute with a single keystroke or mouse click. If that sounds like the late,
lamented QuicKeys to some of you old-timers out there, you’re absolutely
right. Since QuicKeys demise a few years back, Keyboard Maestro has
been my go-to utility for launching apps from the keyboard, manipulating

Keyboard Maestro. $36. Stairways Software.
Text Expander. $34.95. Smile Software.
And that’s all he wrote…
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I figured while I had two damaged disks in hand, I'd use them to challenge
Prosoft Engineering’s Data Rescue, which is a terrific Mac app that can
recover files from damaged, crashed, and even reformatted disks. To make
things a bit tougher, I decided to try it on the disk that was so badly hosed
my Mac couldn’t read it.

By Bob LeVitus
I ended my last column with words that couldn’t have been more prescient:
“I sleep better knowing that my data will survive almost any eventuality. So
will you.” You see, a few days ago I walked into my oﬃce to find an alarming
onscreen alert:

It took over 18 hours to recover more than 200,000 files, but that
represented every file on the disk and more (I thinki)! That’s the good news.

The alert that strikes fear in the hearts of millions
It seems the big external hard drive that contains 20+ years of music,
videos, and photos, had just died, which meant that every song I ever
owned; every video I ever made (including hours of footage of my kids) or
bought; and more than 100,000 photos spanning more than 20 years of my
life were gone in an instant!
Or not.
You know I’m a nut about backups, so I figured I’d just buy a new hard disk,
restore everything from my backup, and live happily ever after. Since I felt
safe and secure, I procrastinated for several days and by the time I got
around to it, I discovered that the backup disk had become inoperable, too.
[EDITOR - WOW!!!!]

Weird names are a small price to pay for recovering files from a disk so badly
damaged it choked two other disk utilities.

At this point I attempted to repair both damaged backup disks with Disk
Utility’s Repair Disk function as well as Alsoft’s DiskWarrior, which has
resuscitated countless hosed disks for me in the past. But sadly, both
utilities found the disks beyond salvation and would only let me attempt to
reformat them.

The bad news is that while roughly half the files were named correctly and in
their proper folders, the other half were in generically-named folders —
Archives, Documents, Images, Movies, and such. Even worse, though some
of those files bore their correct file names, tens of thousands of them were
renamed with cryptic letters and sequential numbers as their file names.

At this point, most folks would be in tears. But because I believe with all my
heart in redundancy, I had a third backup stashed away in the safe deposit
box at my bank, which I used to restore everything live happily ever after.

In spite of those two issues, Data Rescue rocked. It's remarkable this
software can recover what seems to be every file from a completely trashed
disk.
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Cloud services -- such as OneDrive, iCloud, Google Drive, Dropbox and Box
-- can protect your data from local threats, such as theft, fire, flood, nasty
virus, power surge and hard drive failure. If someone steals your laptop, they
might take your hard drive, too, unless you store it elsewhere; a flood or fire
could destroy both your computer and hard drive if kept in the same place.

And that’s all he wrote…

2. Anywhere access
With cloud services, you can access all of your backed-up stuﬀ – such as
documents or media -- from virtually any Internet-connected computer,
tablet or smartphone in the world. Most cloud services have free apps that
make it easy to download or upload files from your mobile device. As long
as you can get online, you can access your stuﬀ anywhere and on virtually
any device.

Resources:
Data Rescue. Prosoft Engineering. $99.

Marc Saltzman posted the following article on February 21, 2015 to
usatoday.com. tinyurl.com/mt4sez3. © USATODAY. Canada's top consumer
technology journalist, he has reported on the high-tech industry since 1996
as journalist, author, lecturer, consultant, and radio and TV personality.

3. Sharing is super easy
Cloud computing can also reduce congestion in someone's inbox. Rather
than trying to e-mail a number of large photos or videos to a colleague or
family member, which can clog up their inbox, you can simply store them in
the cloud and send a link to download the goods. This is incredibly
convenient, and easy to do.

Hard Drive Or Cloud Storage: What's Best For
Backup?
By Marc Saltzman

4. Real-time collaboration
Ideal for students and coworkers, cloud computing lets people work
together on projects in real-time, even though they're in diﬀerent geographic
locations. For example, two or more employees can collaborate on a project
together, instead of sending revisions back and forth to each other.

If you're reading this article – perhaps on a smartphone, tablet or laptop -chances are you've wrestled with how to best protect your digital
information on those devices.
That is, with all the important files you likely have, you might be unsure
whether to rely on one of the many "cloud" services available today or an
external hard drive?

5. It's free
Consumer-based cloud computing services typically give you between 10
and 15 gigabytes of storage for free (less for Dropbox). This is ample for
most users. In fact, you can create and use multiple accounts, if you like,
each with a few gigabytes, making it easy to triple or quadruple your allotted
storage. There are pricier corporate solutions, too, if you need them.

The answer? Both.
Consider an online and oﬄine solution -- to protect all the documents,
photos and other files on all your computing devices -- as they each have
their distinct benefits and drawbacks. Call it "hedging your bets," to ensure
your data will remain safe and accessible.

Why you want a hard drive
1. It's oﬄine
Cloud services are online-only, therefore if you don't have an Internet
connection (or if it goes down), you could be without your data. This isn't
the case with an external hard drive, of course. Cloud services require a lot
of faith in the fact that you'll have an "always on" connection, anywhere and
anytime -- even while flying the friendly skies.

Here's a deeper dive into the reasons why you should consider both types
of storage options.
Why you want cloud backup
1. Oﬀsite protection

2. Ample storage
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Rather than only getting a few gigabytes of free storage, per account,
external hard drives are often measured in terabytes (TB) – more than 1,000
gigabytes (and you can get a 1TB external drive for under $60 these days). If
you're a digital packrat who downloads and stores a ton of music, movies,
TV shows and photos, you'll need more capacity than what free cloud
storage solutions oﬀer.
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connect with friends you may not see every day and competition is the
easiest way to trick someone into pushing their limits.
The M7 motion co-processor came in handy when I first launched Argus. It
had stored the past week or so of steps taken, which was a bit surprising to
me. Even if you don’t have a fitness app installed, the newer iPhones will
still remember how far you’ve walked, and backlogging to Argus was done
automatically. From there, I started to take note of my step frequency, and
set a goal of 8,000 steps per day. The suggested goal was 10,000, but
seeing as I rarely hit that goal in the backlogs, an achievable number
seemed like a more eﬀective strategy to me. Argus has a beautifully
designed user interface that playfully refreshes in a vertical tower of various
hexagons. Certain metrics can be adjusted from the hexagonal badge, and
this metrics oﬀ expanded options upon selecting the icon. I know there are
many other apps like this one, but Apple has been endorsing Argus for the
past year or more, and I believe for every type of app out there, you’ll
always see a clear leader in style and functionality. Apple’s new take on
fitness and health tracking came in the form of the Health application,
though most of us can agree that Health hasn’t exactly spread its wings yet.

3. Is your data safe?
While cloud storage protects your data from local threats, it doesn't mean
you're home free. It's not impossible for someone to guess your password
to gain entry. And it doesn't mean your data can't be hacked either. Plus,
how well do you trust the company you're giving your data to? Do you know
where your data is being physically stored?
4. Easy backup
While a couple of cloud services oﬀer an auto-backup feature, more hard
drives have software that can perform scheduled or one-click backup of all
your important files. Or, with the Clickfree-branded drives, you don't need to
click anything – just plug it into your computer and let it find and back-up all
your important files for you. Oﬄine backup is also much faster than cloud
storage – especially with USB 3.0, SATA, FireWire and Thunderbolt drives.

In addition to step tracking, Argus allows you to add and subtract beverage
intake, enter diﬀerent forms of exercise, and it even calculates how many
calories you’re burning based on your height, weight, age, and sex. My
favorite thing about this app is how specific the exercise options are.
Entering your mileage from a treadmill or elliptical is pretty obvious, but I did
not expect things like Badminton, Dragon Boating, Table Tennis, Kitsurfing,
Housekeeping…the list goes on and on. Not only does this give the world’s
most active human being a lot of options, but it shows lazier folk like myself
just how inactive my world can be.

5. Best of both worlds
Many of the external hard drives you buy today also have a cloud
component: They let you access your files not just anywhere in your
wireless network – which can be handy when trying to access your videos
on a Smart TV -- but also when you're away from home, too. Think of it as
your own private cloud. Seagate's Personal Cloud (from $129.99) and WD's
My Cloud (from $149.99) are two examples of these hybrid solutions.

I have seen an increase in my overall actively since I started tracking steps. I
may be the last person to realize this, but I’ve always kept my eye on that
self-imposed goal, and go out of my way to achieve it each day. This might
mean walking to get my lunch instead of driving, or taking a few laps around
the house while brushing my teeth. I may not be Dragon Boating my way to
work, but I’ve increased my daily goal to 10,000 for the new year, and for
me, that’s progress!

Patrick McCormack posted the following article to the Kibbles & Bytes
Newsletter #913 on January 9, 2015. tinyurl.com/k9redh2. © Small Dog
Electronics, Inc. He is the Manager at the South Burlington retail store.

"Step" Up Your Fitness Goals in 2015
By Patrick McCormack
Last year I upgraded from the iPhone 4s to the 5s, and among all the other
new features, the M7 motion coprocessor, to me, was the least interesting.
After a few weeks, a friend suggested I track my daily steps through Argus
and since she was also using the app, we could compare progress through
their “Friends & Followers” system. I thought that was an interesting way to
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Molly Wood posted the following article to nytimes.com on February. 11,
2015. tinyurl.com/pktfwn6. © The New York Times Company. She is a
technology reporter for The New York Times and previously worked for The
Wall Street Journal and CNET Networks.

The workouts range from 10 to 50 minutes, and while some apps just have
you repeat the same exercises over and over, FitStar mixes up the exercises
as you go through its programs. The workouts gradually get harder, and you
can rate each exercise individually as too easy, just right, or “brutal.”

Test of Strength: Fitness Apps vs. Personal
Trainers

So if you have strong legs, the app will quickly learn to work them really
hard. And if your upper body is relatively weak, the app adjusts to work on
those muscles, starting at a lower intensity level.

By Molly Wood

The founders of FitStar said they worked with exercise physiologists and
personal trainers to come up with a baseline collection of workouts. And the
app uses the anonymous data collected from all their users to adjust
individual programs for each user.

Activity trackers. Calorie counters. Phones with heart monitors.
Technology companies are clearly fascinated with fitness and health these
days. As technology starts pushing us to be healthier and fitter, some apps
are even trying to replace the personal trainer or the gym entirely.

“It’s not unlike video games where you have matchmaking systems for
online play, and they can pair you up with opponents at your level,” said
Mike Maser, a co-founder and the chief executive of FitStar. “We use similar
algorithms to match you up with a workout that’s at your level but pushes
you just enough.”

The idea is pretty simple: While personal trainers can create a safe and
eﬀective workout, they can be expensive and sometimes inconvenient. A
fitness app, though, can travel where you are and is relatively inexpensive —
and sometimes even free.

Mr. Maser said he believed “100 percent” that people could get themselves
into shape using only FitStar, but he said the app could also be used
alongside a personal trainer’s regimen.

So I spent the month of January on a personal fitness challenge, seeing
what provided a better workout: a real personal trainer or a personal training
app. And while the trainer pushed me hard and motivated me to keep my
expensive appointments, I found that the app was best suited to my lifestyle
and might have the most long-term potential.

FitStar is convenient and fun to use. Workout videos are hosted and
narrated by the personable former N.F.L. player Tony Gonzalez and feature
his wife and some other athletes. (FitStar also makes a yoga app hosted by
Tara Stiles, a former model and YouTube yoga star.)

There are many fitness app options, and a wide range of prices. Fitness
Buddy oﬀers a huge free library of exercises, so you can build your own
workout, as well as some free and some paid workouts for $5 a month or
$30 a year.

The app doesn’t require weights or other equipment, which makes it easy to
use anywhere. It integrates with MyFitness Pal, which is my favorite app for
tracking calorie intake. When you perform a workout, FitStar automatically
sends the number of calories burned to MyFitness Pal, so you know how
many more you can have that day.

Kiqplan is a workout plan sold in stores as a $20 gift card that unlocks a 12week workout (choose from Slim and Trim, Beer Belly Blaster and others).
The app includes nutrition coaching, integration with activity trackers and
rewards for hitting certain milestones.

I noticed the progression of the workouts over the course of the month. One
downside, though, is that you can’t opt to change your fitness level after
you start the program to make your workouts significantly harder or easier. If
the exercises are not intense enough, you can only tell the app that the
exercises were too easy, and the app slowly increases the intensity the next
time. And the app can’t adjust workouts for injury — a problem for me,
since I have a foot injury that limits range of motion.

And Hot5 has a collection of high-intensity five-minute workouts that you
combine into longer sessions, with nice videos that feature a variety of
trainers. It’s $3 a month, or $22 a year.
But the best option I found was FitStar, a free personal trainer app. For $40
a year, you get access to more workouts. From the apps I tried, FitStar was
the closest to using an actual trainer because it can build workouts
customized to your fitness level and goals.
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By contrast, working with a trainer took me well out of my comfort zone,
protected my injury and probably produced faster results. Like the apps,
however, there are many types of trainers.
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But personal trainers are simply out of reach for many people, either
because of the cost or the rigid scheduling. However, Mr. Boyle said that
small group classes had proved to be a popular alternative to both one-onone training and at-home workouts. The classes combine social
encouragement with the motivation of an appointment, as well as at least
some financial penalty for skipping a workout.

I had a personal recommendation to try Alison Roessler, who runs Truve, a
private training and wellness center in Oakland, Calif. If you don’t have a
recommendation that you trust, Ms. Roessler said, a key to finding a good
trainer is to ask about their certifications and qualifications. Also, make sure
the trainer evaluates your capabilities and injuries before you start.

So while FitStar might seem like the right solution to keep the endorphins
high and the waistline shrinking, the real test won’t be one month — it’ll be
two, three or four. Maybe by then I will have dumped both the trainer and
the training app for a class at SoulCycle, the popular spinning studio,
instead. Anything but the couch.

Ms. Roessler, an athlete who was a runner and soccer player before she
started Truve, has five nationally recognized training certifications. She
charges $100 an hour for training sessions and said she tried to avoid
repeating workouts.
Not surprisingly, the workouts with Ms. Roessler were much more diﬃcult
than the workouts with the app — probably because I underestimated my
fitness ability when I filled in my FitStar profile. As a result, when my trainer
pushed me to try more diﬃcult workouts after just a few sessions, I felt a
real sense of accomplishment.
FitStar didn’t push me as far, as fast. If you were starting from scratch and
trying to get into shape with only FitStar, the results might be slow in
coming, which could cause you to get frustrated and abandon the app.
However, convenience and price count for a lot, and in the long run,
FitStar’s location-agnostic, bite-size workouts seem more feasible than a
$100-an-hour standing appointment across town.
What is not included with FitStar, however, is motivation. Several fitness
experts I talked to said that despite the success stories trumpeted on the
back of fitness DVDs and on the FitStar blog, many people lack the
motivation to achieve significant results from working out alone with an app
or video.
“It’s easy to break an appointment with your TV, easy to break an
appointment with your iPad,” said Michael Boyle, who trains professional
athletes and others at a Boston-area strength and conditioning center and
runs the blog StrengthCoach.com.

Wanted Poster?

I skipped my workouts when I went on vacation. And long-term habits are
hard to change, with or without technology — we know that more than a
third of people abandon their fitness trackers after just a few months.
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Apple posted the following article to www.apple.com. tinyurl.com/nrjntb8. ©
Apple Inc.

paragraph, delete a sentence, or replace a word. You can also use
Automator workflows to create your own Dictation commands.

Accessibility

Contrast Options
If a higher contrast or a lack of color helps you better see what’s on your
display, OS X lets you invert colors or enable grayscale onscreen. Once you
set your preferences, they apply systemwide, so you get the same view in
every app. You can also turn on Increase Contrast to enhance definition and
reduce transparency in some apps.

OS X. Designed with your abilities in mind.
Every Mac comes standard with assistive technologies that help people with
disabilities enjoy the power and simplicity of OS X. It includes features like
an advanced screen reader, FaceTime, and literacy tools that help those
with a wide range of abilities get more from their Mac.
Vision

Hearing

Physical & Motor Skills

MARCH 2015

Cursor Size
OS X lets you magnify your cursor so it’s easier to see where you are and
follow along as you move around your Mac. Set the cursor size once and it
stays magnified even when its shape changes.

Learning & Literacy

Mac speaks to your neeeds. Blind or have low vision.

Braille Displays for OS X
The Mac provides true plug‑and‑play support for over 50 USB and
Bluetooth refreshable braille displays — no additional software needed. You
can even connect multiple braille displays to a single Mac so many users
can follow along. Learn more about OS X braille displays

If you are blind or have low vision, a variety of assistive technologies in OS X
— a built-in screen reader, screen and cursor magnification, and Dictation
— help you get the most out of your Mac.
VoiceOver
VoiceOver is the remarkable screen reader that comes standard with every
Mac. But it’s much more than a text-to-speech tool. It tells you exactly
what’s happening on your Mac, and lets you fully interact with it using
gestures, a keyboard, or a braille display. And it uses Alex, the voice of Mac,
who speaks to you in a natural tone.
Learn more about VoiceOver

Clearly a better way to interact with your Mac. Deaf or

hard of hearing.
If you are deaf or hard of hearing, you’ll find many things to love on a Mac.
Communicate easily with friends and family with FaceTime and iMessage,
and use captions to watch your favorite content.

Zoom
Zoom is a powerful built-in magnifier that lets you enlarge your screen up to
20 times, so you can better see what’s on the display. You can use it full
screen or picture-in-picture, allowing you to see the zoomed area in a
separate window while keeping the rest of the screen at its native size. The
hardware acceleration engine lets you boost the size of everything on your
screen — text on a web page, family photos, a place on a map.

FaceTime
FaceTime video calls let you communicate in more ways than one. Catch
every gesture and facial expression — from raised eyebrow to ear-to-ear
smile. Thanks to its high-quality video and fast frame rate, FaceTime is ideal
for people who communicate using sign language. And because Mac,
iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch all come equipped with FaceTime, you can
talk to iOS and OS X users across the street or across the globe. As if you’re
face to face.*

Dictation
Dictation lets you talk where you would type — and it now works in over 40
languages. So you can reply to an email, search the web, or write a report
using just your voice. Navigate to any text field, activate Dictation, then say
what you want to write. Dictation converts your words into text. OS X
Yosemite also adds more than 50 editing and formatting commands to
Dictation. So you can turn on Dictation and tell your Mac to bold a

Closed Captions
Watch movies, TV shows, videos, and podcasts using closed captioning, a
feature supported in OS X apps like iTunes, QuickTime, and DVD Player.
Just look for the small CC icon to buy or rent captioned movies from the
iTunes Store or find captioned podcasts in iTunes U. You can even
customize captions with diﬀerent styles and fonts.
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provide you with the most eﬃcient access to your Mac. And you can use a
variety of adaptive devices such as a switch, a joystick, a keyboard space
bar, or even a single tap on the Multi-Touch trackpad for easy control.

Messages with iMessage
iMessage lets you start up a conversation — or keep it going — without
needing to say or hear a word. Send unlimited messages to anyone on an
iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Mac. Or send a group message to keep
everyone in the loop. You can also share photos, videos, locations, links, or
the occasional smiley.

OS X Yosemite expands Switch Control to provide new mouse cursor
features, such as a directional cursor, additional speed controls, and multimonitor support, as well as additional functionality for custom panel editing
— including colors and sound.

Screen Flash
Think of it as a visual beep. Instead of playing an alert sound, your Mac can
flash its screen when an app needs your attention. Screen Flash
automatically works with every app that uses the system beep. So there’s
nothing more for you to do once you set it up.

Slow Keys
Slow Keys adjusts the sensitivity of the keyboard to process only the
keystrokes you mean to make. It builds in a delay between when a key is
pressed and when it’s entered. You can adjust the delay and choose to have
a sound play when a key is entered.

Mono Audio
When you’re using headphones, you may miss some audio if you’re deaf or
hard of hearing in one ear. That’s because stereo recordings usually have
distinct left- and right-channel audio tracks. OS X can help by playing both
audio channels in both ears, and letting you adjust the balance for greater
volume in either ear, so you won’t miss a single note of a concerto or word
of an audiobook.

Sticky Keys
Sticky Keys combines your keystrokes for you by letting you press keys one
at a time, instead of simultaneously, to enter commands. Enter a key
combination — such as Command-S (for Save) — and OS X displays each
pressed key, accompanied by a sound eﬀect, so you can make sure the
right keys are entered.

Purple Video Relay Services
Purple helps people who are deaf or hard of hearing communicate with the
hearing world ‑ and vice versa. Make video or phone calls from your Mac
anywhere you have Internet access. Certified video interpreters translate
between American Sign Language and spoken language, so the deaf and
the hearing can communicate clearly with each other. Learn more

Dictation Commands
OS X Yosemite adds over 50 editing and formatting commands to Dictation.
So you can turn on Dictation and tell your Mac to bold a paragraph, delete a
sentence, or replace a word. You can also use Automator workflows to
create your own Dictation commands.
Mouse Keys
If you have diﬃculty using a mouse or trackpad, use Mouse Keys to control
the cursor with the numeric keypad. Press a number key as the mouse
button, and use other number keys to move around the screen or to drag
and drop items. Easily navigate menus, the Dock, and all your windows.

Control your Mac with just the right touch. Even none.
Impaired physical and motor skills.
If you have diﬃculties using the keyboard, mouse, or trackpad, OS X
technologies like Switch Control can help you access your Mac like never
before. You can even control elements of your computer by speaking. The
features are easy to access and work across a range of apps.

Onscreen Keyboard
Sometimes it’s easier to use a pointing device than a keyboard. The
Keyboard Viewer in OS X lets you do exactly that. It’s an image of a
keyboard that floats above other applications (so it’s always handy) and you
can customize it to fit your screen. Then “type” using a mouse or other
pointing device. Turn on Sticky Keys and you can enter keyboard shortcuts
via the onscreen keyboard, too.

Switch Control
Switch Control is a powerful accessibility technology for anyone with
significantly impaired physical and motor skills. Built directly into OS X,
Switch Control gives you the ability to navigate onscreen keyboards, menus,
and the Dock using a system commonly referred to as scanning. Create
your own custom panels and keyboards, systemwide or app by app, to
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Text to Speech
We all learn in diﬀerent ways. Some of us learn better when two or more
senses are engaged simultaneously. With Text to Speech, you can highlight
any text, and Alex will read it aloud. Or choose from other male or female
voices to do the reading. You can even adjust the speaking rate. And if you
speak more than one language, you can choose from over 70 voices
spanning 42 languages.

Mac. A much smarter way to learn. Cognitive and

learning disabilities.
The Mac has several features designed for people with cognitive and
learning disabilities. Simplify the Finder to improve focus. And use the
handy reference tools to improve language skills wherever you are in OS X.
Simple Finder
With parental controls, the Mac can be set up to provide a greatly simplified
experience that may be easier for people with cognitive and learning
disabilities. Simple Finder reduces the Dock to just three folders. Teachers
can limit the list of apps a student can open to only the ones they choose,
so students can stay focused. Files, folders, and apps are displayed in a
single window of neatly arranged icons so everything is easier to find.

Word Completion
To help with vocabulary and word-building skills, OS X provides word
completion in apps such as TextEdit and Pages. After typing just a few
letters, press the Escape key and OS X suggests words. Select the word
you want, and OS X completes it for you.
Speech
Those who have diﬃculty with expressive speech can also benefit from the
assistive features in OS X. FaceTime lets you communicate visually, whether
through the use of sign language, gestures, or facial expressions. iMessage
lets you chat with others via text. And Text to Speech lets you hear words
read aloud to help with expressive speech development — or even
communicates for you by speaking the words you type.
*FaceTime calling requires a FaceTime-enabled device for the caller and
recipient and a Wi-Fi or Internet connection. Availability over a cellular
network depends on carrier policies; data charges may apply.

Tom Nelson updated the following article in about.com on February 4, 2015.
tinyurl.com/kvwmewv. © About.com. He is a consultant and writer providing
Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has written hundreds of articles,
tutorials, and product reviews. He made the switch to Macs in 1985.

Notification Preference Pane - Control How OS X
Alerts
By Tom Nelson
The Notification Center, introduced to the Mac in OS X Mountain Lion, provides
a unified method for applications to provide you with status, updates, and other
informational messages. The messages are organized in a single location that's
easy to access, use, and dismiss.

Dictionary
Say you’re reading an article on astronomy and are stuck on some
terminology. Just look it up in the powerful built-in Dictionary app — from
anywhere in OS X. Get quick access to definitions and synonyms that help
with grammar, spelling, and pronunciation.
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The Notification Center is an outgrowth of a similar service originally introduced
on Apple's iOS devices. And since many Mac users have a wide collection of
iOS devices, it's no wonder that the Notification Center in OS X parallels the one
in iOS.
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the "Show in Notification Center" check mark. This will move the app to the
"Not In Notification Center" area for you
If you decide you would like to receive messages from an app that you have
placed in the "Not In Notification Center," simply drag the app back to the "In
Notification Center" area of the sidebar. You can also place a check mark in the
"Show in Notification Center" checkbox.

Notifications appear in the upper-right hand corner of the Mac display. You can
receive notifications from many sources, including your Mail app, Twitter,
Facebook, iPhoto, and Messages. Any app can send messages to the
Notification Center if the app's developer chooses to make use of this
messaging facility. In most cases, developers seem to love to have their apps
send you messages.

Notification Display Options
You can control how messages are displayed, how many messages from an app
to show, if a sound should be played as an alert, and if an app's Dock icon
should show how many messages are waiting for you.

Fortunately, you have control over which apps are allowed to send you
messages and how the messages are displayed in the Notification Center.
Use the Notification Center Preference Pane

Notification Center options are on a per app basis. To set the various options,
select an app from the sidebar. You can then apply one or more of the options
listed below.

1. Launch System Preferences by clicking the System Preferences icon in the
Dock (it looks like a sprocket inside a square box), or by selecting System
Preferences from the Apple menu.

Apps don't all oﬀer the same display options, so don't be concerned if the app
you wish to configure is missing one or more of the options.
Alert Styles

2. In the System Preferences window that opens, select the Notifications
preference pane located in the Personal section of the window.

There are three types of alert styles you can choose from:

• The Notifications preference pane has two major areas. The first is a
sidebar that contains a list of apps that are "In Notification Center" as well
as a list of apps that are "Not In Notification Center." In other words, these
lists show you which apps are allowed to send messages to you (In
Notification Center) and which apps you've restricted from sending
messages (Not In Notification Center).

None: The selected app's messages will not appear onscreen, however,
they will be visible if you manually view the Notification Center.
Banners: An app's messages will appear on your screen and then
automatically go away after a short time.
Alerts: When you receive an alert style of message, the alert will stay on
your screen until you dismiss the message or perform some task outlined in
the message. An example of an alert message is when Apple notifies you of
system updates. The message stays on the screen until you either dismiss it
or open the Mac App Store to download the updates.

• The other section of the Notifications preference pane displays
configuration options for the app that is selected in the sidebar.
Controlling Which Apps Can Send Messages to the Notification Center
Applications that you have installed on your Mac that have the ability to send
messages to the Notification Center are automatically enabled and will appear in
the sidebar's "In Notification Center" section.

Additional Notification Options
• Show in Notification Center: You can use the drop-down menu to select
the number of messages (1, 5,10, or 20) that will be remembered in the
Notification Center.

You can prevent apps from sending messages by dragging the app to the "Not
In Notification Center" section of the sidebar. If you have a lot of apps installed,
you may have to scroll down to see the "Not In Notification Center" area.

• Badge app icon: Place a check mark in the box if you wish to have an
app's Dock icon display the number of current messages it has sent to the
Notification Center.

Dragging the first app to the "Not In Notification Center" area can sometimes be
diﬃcult. An easy way to move that first app is to select the app and then remove
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• Play sound when receiving notifications: If you would like the
Notification Center to announce a new message with an alert sound, place a
check mark in the box.
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TaxACT Express (prepares simple returns), Tax Return Status by TaxACT
(allows everyone—not just TaxACT users—to learn the status of their
returns), and TaxACT DocVault (stores receipts and other tax documents as
they occur throughout the year).

• Sort Notification Center: The last Notification Center option is a global
one, aﬀecting all messages sent to the center. You can use the drop-down
menu to select by Time or Manually. Selecting by Time will display
messages according to when they were received. If you select Manually,
messages from the same app will be grouped together. You can control the
order of the groups by changing the order of the apps in the sidebar. Simply
drag the apps to the order you would like to see the messages displayed in.

Intuit pulled oﬀ a unique feat for the 2014 tax year that I didn't expect to see
this soon: You can now use the full versions of TurboTax on your
smartphone. This means that you can set up an account on your iPhone or
Android, your tablet, or your desktop or laptop PC, and continue to work on
your return using any of them. All of your data is available when you enter
your username and password. The app is free: You only pay when you file.
Bravo.
Intuit has several other tax-related mobile apps, including TaxCaster, also
available for Windows Phone, which estimates your refund. ItsDeductible is
another, for tracking charitable donations year-round and importing the data
into TurboTax. There's also a TurboTax for Mac in the Mac App Store.

Kathy Yakal posted the following article to PCMag.com on February 21,
2015.tinyurl.com/7x4fyo9. © Ziﬀ Davis, LLC. She starting writing for PC
Magazine in 1993 and specializes in financial applications. Kathy also writes
for Barron’s and other publications.

H&R Block oﬀers an abbreviated version of its online solution for
smartphones. Its 1040EZ for Smart Phones app lets taxpayers prepare and
file their federal and state returns (1040EZ only, of course) for $9.99. H&R
Block also has a very good iPad app.

The Best Tax Software For 2015
By Kathy Yakal
Website-based tax preparation tools were a long time in the making. It's
been roughly 25 years since the first personal tax preparation software
products were launched. In those early days, our wish list included
comprehensive state return coverage, glitch-free operations, smart use of
Windows technology that would match the relative stability of the DOS
versions, and IRS-approved printing output.

TaxSlayer Go is a hybrid tax preparation app available for iOS and Android.
You can log into your account on your smartphone and enter a very minimal
amount of information, but then you're directed to the full TaxSlayer website
to fill in the bulk of your tax data. The company also makes a refund
calculator available.
Totally Free Prep

We understood the concept of "online," thanks to services like CompuServe
and Genie, but those were primarily for information gathering and sharing.
The World Wide Web was just around the corner, but no one was talking–
publicly, at least—about the possibility of preparing and filing tax returns
while connected to a remote family of servers. You know the rest of the
story. While you can still buy desktop-based editions of tax preparation
software by downloading or purchasing physical CDs for three of the four
applications reviewed here—H&R Block Deluxe, TaxACT Deluxe, and
TurboTax Deluxe (TaxSlayer Classic is Web-only)—their online counterparts
have been available as Web-based solutions for several years now.

Intuit made more news this year by introducing a totally free tax preparation
solution for both federal and state, something no one had yet done. For $0,
you will be able to complete and file a return that supports the 1040A or
1040EZ, Schedule B (interest and dividend income), and Schedule EIC
(Earned Income Credit). This AbsoluteZERO option includes several other
important forms and schedules that cover topics such as health insurance,
student loan interest, and mortgage interest credit.
Everyone else oﬀers a free version. TaxACT Free Edition supports all IRS
forms and schedules that can be electronically filed, but you'll pay $14.99 if
you want a state version. H&R Block Free charges $9.99 for its state edition;
its federal edition would be fine for taxpayers with simple returns (no
Schedule C. D, E, F, and so on). TaxSlayer Free Basic comes with a $23.90
charge for a state return, and it supports all major forms and schedules. The
free versions look and work like their paid counterparts.

Going Mobile
Editors' Choice winner TaxACT has an excellent iPad-optimized application
that won an Editor's Choice award two years ago. The company also
produces several less-comprehensive apps (iOS and Android), such as
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Editors' Choice
Our Editors' Choice for the 2014 tax filing year is once again TaxACT
Deluxe. TurboTax had won this award for many years running prior to 2013,
but a few things kept it from winning this year and last. First, it stopped
supporting some IRS documents that are widely used, such as Schedule C
(small business income and expenses). You'll have to use a more-expensive
version for those forms. And, even so, it's also quite expensive—far away
the most-costly of the services I've reviewed this year, innovative free option
aside. Furthermore, and probably most troubling, the tax help that it oﬀers
within the site's interview—good as it is—contains links to an Intuit website
(AnswerXchange) that anyone can post answers to.

$29.99 at H&R Block
H&R Block Deluxe combines generous support for
IRS forms and schedules, good help resources
within the tax preparation areas of the site, and an
eﬀective user interface and navigation system.
Read the full review ››

Intuit TurboTax Deluxe 2015 (Tax Year 2014)

While the majority of answers to user questions on this site come from
individuals identified as being aﬃliated with TurboTax, the fact remains that
anyone can respond to a question. It's easy to tell from the names or
handles attached to each whether an answer came from a tax professional
or not, but this still seems like a risky policy when you're dealing with the
IRS and its countless legal requirements. Getting your taxes right is
important enough that you simply don't want to rely on answers from
amateurs, even those who are doing their best to be helpful.

$29.99 at Intuit
TurboTax Deluxe is an exceptionally welldesigned tax preparation site that makes the
annual chore of filing almost pleasurable. But
it's missing many forms and schedules, and it
lets random individuals answer critical IRSrelated questions. It's also expensive. Read
the full review ››

TaxACT Deluxe keeps its voluminous help safely within the fenced-oﬀ,
password-protected confines of its tax-preparation website. While its user
interface and navigational tools are not as visually striking and eﬀective as
TurboTax Deluxe's, and its interview voice is less casual and friendly
(whether a taxpayer prefers the latter or not is a matter of taste), TaxACT
Deluxe supports every IRS form and schedule that can be electronically
filed. Each of the sites reviewed here has its own unique blend of content,
style, and guidance. TaxACT Deluxe excels where it matters most.

TaxSlayer Classic 2015 (Tax Year 2014)
$12.95
TaxSlayer gets the mechanics of online personal
tax preparation right, but falls behind its
competitors in interface design and the allimportance guidance area. Read the full review
››

Featured in This Roundup

TaxACT Deluxe 2015 (Tax Year 2014)
$17.95 at TaxACT

For the best deals on tax software, check out Techbargains.com.
(www.techbargains.com)

TaxACT Deluxe carries its tradition of aﬀordability,
thoroughness, and usability into the 2014 tax year. You won't find all of
those attributes—nor its level of in-depth, ubiquitous guidance—in any
other personal tax preparation website. Read the full review ››
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Several Mac users posted the following excerpts to Apple Support
Communities at apple.com in late December 2014. tinyurl.com/oav8mh6. ©
Apple Inc. I thought some Pages users might be interested in the subject.
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2fenix wrote:

Can Pages Compare Two Documents In Order To
Reveal Changes?

No, there is no option in Pages to compare document's (like in
Microsoft Word)

—————————
I don't know of a way to easily compare two documents in Pages. Maybe
there is an app to do this, but I don't know of one.

I agree, but Pages is a bargain at $20 to buy and $0 to "upgrade".
I was taking the simple approach where document B has minor changes.
Thanks for giving me a challenge to improve my answer. Here we go with
Document A and Document B pasted into a spreadsheet.

What you can do in Pages is to open both documents, resize the
windows and drag them side-by-side on the screen. Pages 5 has a limit on
how narrow you can make the windows, so this may be a bit of a pain.
The first step would be to show the Word Count in both documents.
(Pages 5.5.1 Menu > View > Show Word Count, or click on the View button
in the ToolBar and Show Word Count). If the Word Counts are the same, you
have **some** confidence that the documents are identical, but no
guarantee.
To home in on that diﬀerence, copy and paste each document into a
column in a spreadsheet such as Numbers or Excel, so that each paragraph
becomes a cell in a column. Turn on Wrap text in cell.
The diﬀerent heights of each cell (paragraph) become apparent.

Formula in D2 of a spreadsheet (and Fill Down)
=IF(B2=C2,"OK","Boing")
It won't be easy to spot changes if Document B contains many new
paragraphs .

——————
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Tom Nelson posted the following article to about.com on January 20, 2015.
tinyurl.com/p3k3lc2 © About.com. He is a consultant and writer providing
Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has written hundreds of articles,
tutorials, and product reviews. He made the switch to Macs in 1985.
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Use the Apple Hardware Test (AHT) to Find Problems With Your Mac's
Hardware
or
Use the Apple Hardware Test Over the Internet to Diagnose Problems With
Your Mac

Using Apple Diagnostics to Troubleshoot Your
Mac's Hardware

1.

Most Late-Model Macs Can Boot From the Internet to Run the Apple
Hardware Test

By Tom Nelson
Apple has provided testing software for its Mac lineup for about as long as I
can remember. However, over time the test suite has undergone changes,
been updated, and advanced from being included on a special CD, to being
able to perform the tests over the Internet.

Start by disconnecting any external devices connected to your Mac.
This includes printers, external hard drives, scanners, iPhones, iPods,
and iPads. In essence, all peripherals except the keyboard, monitor,
wired Ethernet (if that is your primary connection to your network), and
mouse should be disconnected from your Mac.

2. If you're using a Wi-Fi connection to the Internet, be sure to write down
the access information, specifically, the name of the wireless network
and the password you use to access it.

In 2013, Apple changed the testing system once again. Abandoning the
older Apple Hardware Test (AHT), and AHT over the Internet, Apple moved
on to Apple Diagnostics, to help users find out what might be wrong with
their Macs.

3. Shut down your Mac. If you're unable to shut down using the normal
shutdown command under the Apple menu, you can press and hold the
power button until your Mac turns oﬀ.
Once your Mac is turned oﬀ, you're ready to start Apple Diagnostics, or
Apple Diagnostics over the Internet. The diﬀerence between the two is the
keyboard command you use at startup, and the need for an Internet
connection to run AD over the Internet. If you have AD on your Mac, that's
the preferred version of the test to run. It doesn't require an Internet
connection, although if you have one, you'll be able to access Apple's help
system, which includes diagnostics notes based on AD error codes that
may be generated.

Although the name has changed to Apple Diagnostics (AD), the purpose of
the app has not. AD can be used to find problems with your Mac's
hardware, including bad RAM, issues with your power supply, battery, or
power adapter, failed sensors, graphics problems, issues with the logic
board or CPU, wired and wireless Ethernet problems, internal drives, bad
fans, camera, USB, and Bluetooth.
Apple Diagnostics is included on every 2013 or later Mac. It's installed on
the original startup drive, and invoked using a special keyboard shortcut
when booting up the Mac.

Let's Start the Test
1. Press your Mac's power button.

AD is also available as a special boot environment that is downloaded over
the Internet from Apple's servers. Known as Apple Diagnostics over the
Internet, this special version can be used if you have replaced or
reformatted the original startup drive, and thus erased the AD version that
was included at the time of purchase. The two forms of AD are for all
purposes identical, although AD over the Internet involves a few extra steps
to launch and use.

2. Immediately hold down the D key (AD) or option+D keys (AD over the
Internet).
3. Continue to hold down the key(s) until you see your Mac's gray screen
change to Apple Diagnostics.
4. If you use a wireless connection, you'll be asked to connect to your WiFi network, using the information you wrote down earlier.

Using Apple Diagnostics

5. Apple Diagnostics will begin with your screen displaying a Checking
Your Mac message, along with a progress bar.

AD is for Mac models from 2013 and later; if your Mac is an earlier model,
you should follow the instructions in:

6. Apple Diagnostics takes 2 to 5 minutes to complete.
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7. Once complete, AD will show a brief description of any issues
uncovered, along with an error code.

PPM001
PPM002 - PPM015
PPP001 - PPP003
PPP007
PPR001
PPT001
PPT002 - PPT003
PPT004
PPT005
PPT006
PPT007
VDC001 - VDC007
VDH002 - VDH004
VDH005
VFD001 - VFD005
VFD006
VFD007
VFF001

8. Write down any error codes that are generated; you can then compare
them with the error code table below.
Finishing Up
If your Mac generated errors during the AD test, you can send the codes to
Apple, which will result in an Apple support page being displayed, showing
options for repairing or servicing your Mac.
1. To continue to the Apple support site, click the Get Started link.
2. Your Mac will restart using OS X Recovery, and Safari will open to the
Apple Service & Support web page.
3. Click the Agree to Send link to send the AD error codes to Apple (no
other data is sent).
4. The Apple Service & Support web site will show additional information
about the error codes, and the options you can take to resolve the
problems.
5. If you would rather just shut down or restart your Mac, simply press S
(Shut Down) or R (Restart). If you would like to rerun the test, press the
command+R keys.

Memory module issue
Onboard memory problem
Power adapter issue
Power adapter not tested
Processor problem
Battery not detected
Battery needs to be replaced soon
Battery requires service
Battery not installed correctly
Battery requires service
Battery needs to be replaced soon
SD Card reader issues
Storage device issue
Can't start OS X Recovery
Display issues encountered
Graphics processor problems
Display issues encountered
Audio hardware problems

It's possible that the AD test won't find any issues, even though you're
having problems you believe are related to your Mac's hardware. The AD
test is not a complete and comprehensive test, although it will find most of
the common issues associated with hardware. If you still have problems,
don’t rule out such common causes as failing drives or even software
issues.

Apple Diagnostics Error Codes
Error Code
Description
ADP000
CNW001 - CNW006
CNW007- CNW008
NDC001 - NDC006
NDD001
NDK001 - NDK004
NDL001
NDR001 - NDR004
NDT001 - NDT006
NNN001
PFM001 - PFM007
PFR001
PPF001 - PPF004
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No issues found
Wi-Fi hardware problems
No Wi-Fi hardware detected
Camera issues
USB hardware issues
Keyboard issues
Bluetooth hardware issues
Trackpad problems
Thunderbolt hardware problems
No serial number detected
System Management Controller problems
Mac firmware issue
Fan problem
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Daniel Nations posted the following articles to about.com in 2013 or 2014.
tinyurl.com/pv87scn. © About.com. He has been writing, programming and
following technology since back in the Commodore Vic 20 days. Excellent.
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It's clear Apple has decided to diﬀerentiate the iPad from the iPhone, and in
doing so, they are targeting productivity and the ability to multitask. This
goes alongside rumors of Apple testing the ability to run apps side-by-side
on the iPad, a feature that has yet to make its way to the iPad.

The iPad Air 2 vs the iPhone 6 Plus

Great Tips Every iPad Owner Should Know

By Daniel Nations

Display

It was inevitable the iPhone 6 Plus's larger display would draw comparisons
with the iPad. Even before it was released, some wondered if the 6 Plus
would signal the end for the iPad Mini. After all, who needs a 7.9-inch
display in a tablet when you have a 5.5-inch display in your pocket? But
what may be more surprising is the idea that the iPhone 6 Plus eliminates
the need for any sized iPad. I've even read some in the media proclaim the
iPhone 6 Plus being able to do "everything" better than the iPad, a
statement of creative license with a high dose of exaggeration.
ard

It's easy enough to tell the diﬀerence in size. But what about quality? iPhone
6 Plus has a 1920x1080 resolution running on a 5.5-inch display. This gives
is a whopping 401 pixels-per-inch (PPI). By way of comparison, the first
iPhone with a "Retina Display" had 326 PPI.
Of course, pixels-per-inch is only one part of the equation. This statistic is
combined with the average viewing distance, with 10 inches being deemed
the average distance for smartphones and 15 inches deemed the average
distance for tablets. This is why the 2048x1536 resolution of the 9.7-inch
display on the iPad can be called a Retina Display despite having a lower
PPI of 264.

In fact, just the opposite may be true.
Performance

At these resolutions, most people won't be able to tell the diﬀerence. But for
screen quality alone, the iPhone 6 Plus has the edge. Where the iPad Air 2
takes some of that edge oﬀ is with the anti-reflective coating on the screen.
This makes the iPad's display much easier to see when out in the sun,
which is great if you like to read while lounging out on the patio.

In every other generation, the iPad received the same basic processor as
the iPhone. Sometimes, the iPad's version was clocked slightly faster, but
they were close enough in performance that there wouldn't be a clear
winner in this category.
But the days when the iPad takes its cue from the iPhone are oﬃcially over.
While the iPhone 6 Plus received a Dual-Core 1.4 Ghz Apple A8 chip, which
may make it the fastest smartphone on the planet, the iPad Air 2 received a
Tri-Core 1.5 Ghz Apple A8X. In straight-line speed using only one core, the
iPad Air 2 is about 12% faster, which gives it a slight edge, but when you
look at multi-core speed tested by Geekbench, the iPad Air 2 is 56% faster
than the A8 chipset powering the iPhone 6 Plus.

Where the iPhone 6 Plus Shines...
Phone calls. Obviously. While the iPad Air 2 can make FaceTime calls, it's
not a phone. Even taking into consideration that the Air 2 can technically
make phone calls, the iPhone 6 Plus would take the crown by virtue of being
able to hold it up to your ear.
Mobility. While the iPhone 6 Plus may not "easily" fit into your pocket,
depending (of course) on the size of your pockets, it still fits in most
pockets. Bendgate aside, the fact that you can easily carry it with you
wherever you go is a huge bonus.

And it is not just about processing speed. The iPad Air 2 also includes 2 GB
of LPDDR3 RAM, which is the memory used to hold apps while they are
running. This is up from the 1 GB of RAM included with the iPhone 6 and
iPhone 6 Plus. This is means the iPad Air 2 can hold more apps in the
background without slowing down. It will also give the iPad Air 2 better
performance when making use of extensibility, which is an iOS 8 feature
allowing one app to run a piece of code from within another app.

One handed use. This is a big one as well. Even with it's bigger size, the
iPhone 6 Plus isn't hard to use with one hand. The only way you are getting
one handed use out of the iPad is if you set it down on the table.
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Keyboard. One of the first things that stood out to me as an iPhone 6 Plus
owner was the keyboard. It looks like your standard iPhone on-screen
keyboard in portrait mode, but flip it into landscape mode, and presto,
cursor keys appear. You also get a period, comma, exclamation mark,
question mark and copy-and-paste keys, but I really liked the cursor keys.
Sometimes, using your finger to move the cursor isn't quite as easy as it
sounds. I'd definitely love to see a version of this keyboard hit the iPad.

MARCH 2015

I could go on and on with apps, but mostly, the list would be quite repetitive.
A bigger display not only make it easier to see what is on the screen, it
makes it easier to manipulate what is on the screen. If the iPad Air 2 had a
24-inch display perhaps the greater screen real estate would be oﬀset by
having a huge device in my lap, but the iPad Air 2 feels almost like you are
holding a piece of paper. A thick piece of paper, perhaps. Maybe a notepad
with most of the pages already torn out. Certainly, it is more a joy than a
burden to hold.

Phone calls and mobility. Separately, these two are powerful considerations,
but it is their combination that makes the iPhone 6 Plus vs iPad Air 2 debate
an actual discussion, even if it shouldn't really be one. There is no doubt the
iPad Air 2 does a lot of things better than the iPhone 6 Plus. But you don't
have to bring your iPad everywhere you go, and while there's no federal law
requiring you to have a smartphone on your person, most of us bring it
along wherever we go for the convenience. So, if you already have your
iPhone 6 Plus, do you really need to bring along your iPad Air 2...?

The same goes for games. The iPhone 6 Plus is awesome at playing games,
and if I'm sitting around with nothing to do at the doctor's oﬃce or waiting
for a table at my favorite restaurant, it's great having that choice of
entertainment. But if I'm lounging around the house and want to get my
game on for an hour or two, I'm going to choose my iPad Air 2.
The iPad Air 2 vs the iPhone 6 Plus: Do We Really Have to Choose?

Where the iPad Air 2 Shines...

There is a reason why Apple focused on device interaction via AirDrop
Handoﬀ in iOS 8. The iPad and the iPhone fill diﬀerent needs. The iPhone 6
Plus, for all its ability to perform so many diﬀerent tasks, is a phone. It may
be the ultimate mobile device, but it is still mainly a phone.

Almost everywhere else. The iPhone 6 Plus may do a lot of things well
enough that you don't mind leaving your iPad at home on some occasions,
but let's not kid ourselves. The iPad Air 2 is a beast, and the bigger display
size is a major benefit when it comes to most tasks.

The iPad is a PC. It may not be classified as one, but it should be. In fact, in
many ways, it is even more useful than a traditional PC. It may not have
killed oﬀ the laptop, but it is working on it.

Web browsing, for example. Web pages look great on an iPhone 6 Plus, but
there are still times when you need to either squint to see the text, flip it into
landscape mode for bigger text or pinch-to-zoom. And while you can
manipulate most web pages just fine, sometimes a link or button is small
enough that you need to zoom in to properly activate it. Web browsing?
Definitely not bad on an iPhone 6 Plus, but definitely not as good on a 9.7inch display.

There is a reason why we tend to have multiple devices. The bigger screen
on the iPhone 6 Plus is great, but I'm not going to write a novel on it. I'm not
going to create a spreadsheet more complicated than balancing my
checkbook. I may be happy to read my latest ebook on my smartphone
while sitting on the subway, but if I'm in the comfort of my own home, I'm
going to want a bigger screen.

And the same goes for most apps and tasks. Mail? Not bad on the iPhone 6
Plus. Some have even praised the split-columns in landscape mode, though
personally, I'd prefer having the message take up the whole screen. Why?
Because bigger text and more text on the screen is much better when
reading an email message longer than a couple of sentences, which is why
Mail is easier on an iPad. Facebook? Again, quite usable on the iPhone 6
Plus, but better on the iPad where those pictures can really stand out.
Video? Looks great on that iPhone 6 Plus screen, but who doesn't want a
bigger display for video? There's a reason we replace our 42-inch TVs with
50-inch TVs.
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especially object-oriented languages, include as a basic feature the ability to
self-reference in the same section of code or self-reference the program as a
whole. (Self-reference is sometimes called “reflexivity” or “recursion” in formal
systems like grammar, philosophy and programming.)

AI and Humans
Me, Myself and I

Self-reference seems to be essential for goal-setting and planning, high level
human intelligence functions. “Simulating the future and plotting strategy” is the
third and highest level of consciousness proposed by Michio Kaku in his
consciousness continuum. (See the earlier AI and Humans columns on
consciousness, August and December 2014.)

By Kathy Garges
Human children begin to develop a sense of individual identity at two or three
months. Soon after, they are able to refer to themselves by gesture or words to
communicate, often quite strongly, their needs and desires.

AI pioneer Marvin Minsky has noted that reflexivity, referring to the self, is an
essential part of thinking. “[N]o mind can have enough power – without the
power to think about Thinking itself.” Will a future AI be able to think of “itself,”
its entire collection of code and shifting states, including its hardware, and
project this “self” into the future to be able to create situational models and
alternative action plans at the same level as humans?

Self-reference, the ability to think about oneself and refer to oneself in
communication, seems to be one of the essential features of human intelligence
and human consciousness. Can an artificial intelligence refer to itself, and would
an AI that can refer to itself have consciousness of itself?

Kaku notes that there is no evidence animals can predict for more than a very
short future time period. Predators stalk and hide. Primates can improvise
solutions to practical problems. But that’s it. In contrast, humans can think
beyond our own lifetimes, even seven generations ahead, as set forth in the
Great Law of the Iroquois. Goal-setting and planning is not always easy even for
humans. We often use planners, calendars and expert advice when we need to
plan in complex situations. We find ourselves in diﬃcult situations, such as
environmental problems caused by our own actions, that we were not smart
enough to foresee.

Human self-reference creates logical paradoxes that have puzzled the most
intelligent human mathematicians and philosophers for over two millennia. A
well-known paradox of self-reference is the Liar Paradox discussed by various
ancient Greek philosophers. Eubulides, for example, formulates the paradox as:
A man says that he is lying; is what he says true or false?
Russell’s Paradox was discovered by philosopher Bertrand Russell around 1902
as he worked on set theory, a new area in mathematics. A good example of
Russell’s paradox is: A barber shaves only those who do not shave themselves;
is the barber hairy or clean-shaven?

Just a few years ago, it seemed uncertain whether artificial intelligence could
make the kind of self-referencing predictions in relation to traﬃc that would
permit self-driving cars and drones to maneuver, but the development of these
AIs is now so rapid that our social norms and governmental regulations are
racing to catch up to the technological developments. Even if self-reference
paradoxes prove to be a hurdle for artificial intelligence as it develops, it seems
they would be easy to bypass just by having the AI think of itself in the third
person, as Robot X.

After discovering this paradox, Russell and A. N. Whitehead unsuccessfully tried
to “outlaw” self-reference and other “vicious circles” in philosophy in their
important book Principia Mathematica. But self-reference is everywhere in
human life and cannot be ignored. (An interesting side note: The first AI, Logic
Theorist, which was invented in 1955 by Allen Newell, Herbert A. Simon and
Cliﬀord Shaw, independently proved many of the theorems in the Principia
Mathematica.)

Humans sometimes do something similar. For example, we might suggest to
someone who is struggling to solve a problem that they think about what they
would tell someone else in the same situation.

Computers require software programs that conform to the rigid artificial logic of
programming languages, so one might think that self-reference would be a
problem in computing and AI. But just as self-reference paradoxes do not stop
humans from lying or barbers from being clean-shaven, they do not stop
computers from functioning. Many computer programming languages,

The AI could simply assign its own current state and situation to Robot X, set up
a future scenario for Robot X, solve the problem for Robot X, and then assign
the appropriate actions of Robot X back to itself. This might be a little ineﬃcient
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and reduce reaction time, but would probably work well enough in most
situations. For example, a self-driving car using this method could probably
figure out quickly enough that it needed to slow down and pull over on the
shoulder as fast as possibly (consistent with safety) if a drone landed on its
hood, obstructing its forward visual sensors,

Self-reference references and additional information:

The ability to take the viewpoint of another in this way is also important to
human ethical decisions in the judgment of most moral philosophers. For an AI
to put itself in the shoes of a human or another AI by using self-reference could
be the key to giving AIs an ethical understanding, an issue that is of increasing
concern as AIs become more intelligent and more active in the world.

Michio Kaku, Physics of the Future, Doubleday, 2011.

What level of self-reference and planning ability might contribute to making an
AI conscious? We are unlikely to believe a self-driving car is conscious, despite
Kaku’s continuum.

Martine Rothblatt, “The Terasem Mind Uploading Experiment, “International
Journal of Machine Consciousness, 4 no. 1 (2012): 141-58, tinyurl.com/6wse94y

Barber paradox, Wikipedia, tinyurl.com/626528
Michio Kaku, The Future of the Mind, Doubleday, 2014.

Marvin Minsky, "Jokes and their Relation to the Cognitive Unconscious" AI
memo No. 603, (November 1980), also published in Cognitive Constraints on
Communication (1981) edited by Vaina and Hintikka, tinyurl.com/ksoa9sp

Perhaps it is consciousness that comes first in humans, that creates the selfinterest and self-reference that drives human ability to project ourselves as
“action figures” into a future scenario and make plans. If that viewpoint is
correct, we are just jumping over the consciousness step when we code our
existing human expertise in planning into situational logic in limited situations in
AI. From that viewpoint, the current stage of AI is not truly autonomous and we
remain uncertain whether a higher stage, equivalent to consciousness, could be
invented.
Alternatively, is it human interaction with other humans and the environment in a
goal-setting and planning situation that gives rise to consciousness? If so, we
may find some clues or evidence to questions about consciousness arising
spontaneously as AI progresses.
One experiment about artificial intelligence and consciousness, the Terasem
Mind Uploading Experiment, is currently in progress. It is investigating whether
an AI could emulate a single human personality by studying videos and other
information, such as answers to psychological questionnaires, about the
human’s personality.
More broadly, all of AI is an experiment that has relevance to the question of
consciousness.
The mystery of AI self-reference and consciousness will recur in new forms as
technology progresses and we humans have a need for AI that can set its own
reasonable goals and plan the steps to achieve them. A robot that does not
have any self-interest or motivation might be just like a human couch potato,
content to lounge around, watching Let’s Make a Deal, The Price is Right, and a
marathon of Gilligan’s Island reruns on television.
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